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I. IN TRODU C TION
This report is submitt_a in accordance w_.ththe requirements ol
Contr-'tctNASw-700 with National Aeronautic_ and Space Administration.
It is a finaltechnical report, and covers the work c_rried out during a
period of nine months in 1963-4. The prc,pram, which lies in the general
area of speech processing, was inonit_red by Dr. JoAn M. Walker, Chief,
Con_.mm_ication and Tracking, and Mr. Theodore Ts_cournis. _-ngineer,
Comr_unication and Tracking, Code RET, NASA Headquarters, WaBhington,
D.C.
The bulk of our work was devoted to two tas]_a_: a survey of the
present state-of-the-art in the field of speech compression, and a search
for new techniques which might lead to improved speech compression
c_pabiiit7. We concluded that presently available techn:.ques do net _p-
proach the theoretical limits, and several new techniques v-ere uncovered
which appear to offcr promise.
The problem of speech compression _ s..e.eis only a part of the
larger and more general problem oi language processing for the purpose
of facilitatingcommunication between "wo systems. ',_nthe case of speech
compression, the two systems are {ultimately} two people, and communi-
cation is effected by means of accoustic speech signals. Communication
is facilitatedby making use of {electrical)sabsritute signals which occupy
less band-width than the direct electrical analogues of the original speech
signals, and which have a smaller dynamic range. The substitute signals
are derived from the original acoustic speech signals, and are of such a
nature as to permit synthesis of satisfactory replicas of the original
signals. In the more general case of language processing, one, or both,
of the systems may be non-human -- or even inanimate (a computer, for
example}, The original signals include {acoustic} speech signals and may
also include (,_on-acoustl¢}para-speech signals. Communication may be
facilitated,as in the case of speech compression, by minimizing the load,
in so,,,_-te sense, t_,- an associated con_munication sub-system. Alternatively
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|statute s_g_aJs wh_ch _:re <h,_.se _ .-,_ ;_._ Io be easJy re.<ogn_z.able _J}, the
l'e{ ,'-_ tn_ _, steI,,]. ¢'hr,,,,,,h,'n,I tt_. ,.r-_.r_- e ,,'" ,_ .-. b'._'k .:r.der 't';s coat, tract
we n.;e,........, _',,',_:'_ted to co"s,'d._.r the ,_roblea_,. of spe,-ch ,.orz,p,-essi,on h_ the
co:_t,..,xt of the broader proble:n oi" language p.-,.cesstng.
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2. SCCPE OF TIIE PKOGRAM
2_.1 _b)ectlves Under the Present Co:,tract
g. 1.1 Thc wo-k called for in Cot-tract NAS,,:-700 was divided into _ three
ta_,ks. Paraphrasing the language used in Article II (Description of Work)
of the contract, these are described .)riefly as follows:
Task A Establish criteria for the evaluation of speech
compre s sion technique e.
Task B Analyze the speech compression problem from
a technicol standpoint,
Task C Survey the current state-of-the-art and make
recon.rnendations for future work in the field o_
speech compression,
.Inall cases, the speech compression problem was to be con-
sidered in the context of a requirement f._rvoice communication from &
m_anned spacecraft to the earth. On the basis of post-contract verbal
d._scussions with NASA, consideration w_ s limited to spacecraft n,_ssion_
within the so.Var system.
2.1.2 (_r f: rst eli oft was a brief examination of _he overall problem
with which we were faced in our consideration of speech compressxon. We
discuss this problem, and set forth some of our conclusions, in Sub-
section 2.2. In the _igh¢ o-f these conclusions, we devoted most of our
subsequen _. effort to a survey of the ¢'urrent state-of-the-art {in the field
of speech t_ompreasion) and to a search for possible new techniques.
RelaGvely r inor e_fort ,_as devoted to consideration of the special prob-
lems of the communications st,0system, to development of criteria for
evaluating speech compression techniques, and to a limited amount o(
experimental wet k.
2.1.3 The results we obtained are presented br_.efly in Section 3.
__.._ M_._re detaiAed discussions are _et forth in Section 4, Preser, t State-ol-the-Art,
\
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Section 5, Current 1"rends _l; Research, Section 6, Experirr_ental Work
Carried Out Under the Contract, and Section 7, New Avenues for Future
Work.
2.2 The Overall Problem
2.2. l If we postt_ate _he existeace, in the near future, of manned
spacecraft at interplanetarf distances from the earth, it is obvious that
there _-i!l be a ccncomitant need fcr man-to-man commt, aication from
such spacecraft to the earth. I_ is pertinent, then, to ask why speech
should be a preferred mode of comn_unication under these conditions.
Three rather obvious answerj are:
= a) The use of speech requires no special training in th._
use of the communications subsystem. Such training
is required, for example, if communication involves
the use of a telegraph key or _t teletype keyboard.
b) The use of speech is efficient in the sense that the
_peaker can communicate while simultaneously
carrying out other tasks.
c) The availabilir.y of an easy mode of comzn_mication
will contribute to the psychologica] w_H-being ol the
occupant of a spacecraft.
_ Considerations (a) and (c) imply the d_sirability of using natural
_l_nguage instead of some artificial language, which n_ight be superior
: when judged by a limited set of criteria, or some stytised v _rsion of
naturai language. On the basis ol the foregoing cursory examination, we
:,: take it that the basic problem is one of finding techniques which will per-
,°
mit communication (ov6r interplanetary distances) by m_ans of natural
language.
_W
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Z.2.2 Having posed the basic problem, we'now a_k what constitutes an
acceptable solution. We have, rather a_bitran]y, settled on three per-
for_."_ance standards which are as foi|ows:
a) Minimum Performance. A n',Anim_:na pe-formance
system is one which de!ivers the basic iniornl,:.'ion,
in the semantic senst., cot_tained in its natur:d language
input. By basic lnform:_tlon, we mean the info.'ma-
tion contained in an unpanctuated written transcri_nt
of the spoken anp','t, or the information cca_tained in
a spoken version of such a transcript when it is read
without expression other ti-,an pauses as indxcated by
spaces in tt..: te._t. We pstimate I;hat the output of a
minimum performanr.e system v,ill be a slightly de-
graded version oi good telephone speech. It is to be
noted that the degradation occurs at _he semantic level,
because of the l,_ssof a_l nuances of stress and intona-
tion which make up expression, rather than at the
phonetic level.
b) Lttermedia_e Performance. An intermediate per-
formance system is one which deiivera all of the in-
formation, again in a semazxtic sense, contained in
its natu_'allang_age input. This includes all of the
nuances which are dropped bv a systerr,of mim_um
pez'formance. The outpostof an intermediate-perforn_nce
system will be a high-fidelity reproduction of its
acoustic input, and the system Will provide a one-way
channel of communication equivalent to that available
to a bhndfolded listener in a face-to-face conversation.
c_ Maximum Performance. A maximum performanceJ , r
. system isone which del_vers, in addition to a high°
fidelityreproduction of its acoustic input, _tdisplay
of its (non-acoustic} para-speech irputs. Such inputs
" may be obtained from a v_trlety of sensors attached to
2-3
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the speaker {sensors for skin resistance, pulse rate, potential_ associated
with facial muscles, facialexpression, lip oosition, and the like). The
purpose o._the di.splay_Qassociated with ._hek2ra-speech inputs is to pro-
vide, without going as far as a television link, those non-acovstic signals
x_hich are available in a lace-to-face conversat,on.
2.3. 3 We now' ask what rnixti.-numrequirements the foregoing systen_s
impose o,_the assoclated communications subs/stem ,the radio link).
These requirements can be stated in terms ol bits/second as sho_.'nin
Tablc 2-I.
[able-2-1
- S_-,tem R_.quircme1_t_ in Pits/SeLond
I 'System Reclui_'ementsMinimum Performance 90 bits/second
I Intermediate Performance l55 bits/second
Nlaxih'qun_ Performance 200 bits/second ,
The h.euristic argu.-nents whi-:, justll 7 th_:s,e nuJnbert_ are given in
Appendix "A" for the minimum perforn_ance system and in Appendix "B"
for the other :wo sys'ems. These figures, ot course, desrribe the trans-
mission lead wi_ich is presented to the commun.;.cations subsystem, and
have nothing to do with the information content (in either the semantic or
the infern_ation-the¢,retic sense) of tim messages whici_ constitute the
_: transrn_ss'_on load, exceyt that the into_'ma:ion content, in the in/ormation-
_ theoretic sense, cannot exceed the transmission load.
_ In each case, the numbers are derived on '._.e basis of brute-
!_ force, coding. More sophisticatt:d coding_ which takes accouter of.the re-
lative frequencies of oc:urrence e'; the different input symbols, would
.... probably effect reductions of the order of 30: percent. A further reduction
'_;. could certainly be achieved by taking account of the {nter -symbol con- :
f. -
;_.. straints, and it is probable that the numbers in Table 2ol are high by a
_;_ _factor of two. They will serve, nonetheless, as i_pproximate values for
q9650 q0329-0 q3
the theoretical lower limits of the transmission l_ads associated with the
three sorts of communications systems _lescribed in 2.2.2.
2.2.4 In Table 2-I i,.the preceding paragraph, we gave approximatlons
for the theoretical lower limits of the transmission loads associated with
communications systems having rainimum, int.ermediate, and rn_xirnum
performance. Attainment of these limits involves, by definition, the u_e
of optimum speech processing. We now ask what are the transmission
loads !f the communications system uses speech wl_ich has undergone no
pro_.essing except simple bandlimiting. As a first step toward answering
this question, we specify three grades of speech: poor, good, and
excellent.
a) Poor speech i0 about what is delivered by a rather
bad intercom system.
b) Good speech is what is delivered by a good telephone
system.
c) F, xcellent speech is what is delivered by a good high-
fidelity sy,_tem adjusted for speech.
The characteristics o_ these three grades of speech are derived
on an heurlsticbasis in Appendix "C" a_td are repeated in Tab'e _.. 2.
Table 2-2
Characttristics of Three Grades of Speech
Poo_.._.r_r 500 - 1500 cps + iO_Ib S/N
clipping at 2.Z _imes BMS level, 22 levels, 4,000 bits/second
Good 300 = 3300 cps + 25 db SIN
clippin at 3.I times RMS level, 25 level_," 30,000 bits/second "
Excelle._t _90 - 91g0 cps + 60 db S/N
clipping at .',5 times RNIS level, 211 levels, 200,000 bits/second
J
--. ,........ ._ . j imll z
• # \
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2.2. 5 Poor speech is adeouate 'or rout,ne con'.munication under condi°
tions where it is eas) ,o interrupt tt,e speaker with "say again" when
something is not understood. Although it is possible that a manned space
missl-n might be cons,dere:_ routine, the possibility of interruption does
not exxst at m_crplanetary distances where the T.ransit time for radio sig-
nals is measured in minut_._ v, rye': tens of minutes. Accordingly, we
drop this class of speech from further consideration.
Good speech offers something between minLn_um p_,r,%rmance &nd
intermediate performance, as described in paragraph _.2.2, and excellent
speech offers either intermediate perfor:-na._ce or something just a little
lower. The transmission loads ior *.hese gradesof speech and for these
level: .nf performance are restated in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3
Transn-,ission L_ads for Tw_ Grades of St._eech
and Performar_ce Levels
Excellent Speec.k 200,900 b_ts/second
Good Speech _0,000 h:ts/second
Intermediate. Performance l 35 bits/second
Minimum r_erformance 90 ._its/second
We can equate excelleut 3peech with intermedi_.'e performance.
_, On the basis of the discussion in this sub-s,.ction, we conclude that optimum
_ processing of excellent speech will yield a compression ratio of 200,000135 '
_: or about 1 500, with no lo6s in p:,rformance.
Good speech offers something between minimum performance and
intermediate performs, nee. We conclude, therefore, that optimum pro-
'_ 30,000
cessing of gocd speech wilt yield a compression rat:.o between _,
or 220. and 30,000
., --_F"" ' or 330, with no loss of performance. Since good
speech is far closer to minimum performance than it is to int,.,rmediate
performance, we suggest ]00 as a working value of compression ratio.
2-6
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g. ___, Havxng dcrxved tbe_,retlcai lxm_ts for the compression ratios
available through optimum speech processing, we now ask how closely
present _#eecb prucessin_ systems approach these limits. Present
sy_t.ems handle g_od speech rather than excel!ent speech, and the ap-
plicable !imit is 300 rather than 1500.
Our first major effort was devoted to a survey c_f the current state-of-
the-art. Thxs survey, which is discussed in detail in Section 4, es-
t_tbliahed the fact *.hat present techniques yield compression ratios in
the range from 10 to 30.
7- 2.7 The basic problem, as devt.loped in paragraph 2. 2. 1, is that
of finding 'techniques which will permit communication over interplanetary -
dist,_ncesby means of natural language. In view of the disparity between
presently availc.blespeech compression ratios and the theoretical limi'.
attainable by optimum processing, we conclude that the immediate problenJ
isone of discovering new techniques of speech processing which offer
some hope of approaching the theoretical limit. On the basis of this
conclusion, which we reached about half-way through the program, the
second major effortwas devoted to a search f,_rsuch techniques. We
turned up a number of technique_ which, itis believed, deserve study.
• It
These techniques are dxscussec in detail in Section 7.
)
,j
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3. WORK ACCOMI;LISHED UNDER THE PRESENT CONTRACT
3. I Preliminary Study
3. l, I Cons'iderJ.ng only the problem of Speech Compression, we com-
pleted a brief study aimed at establishing theoretical limits for the com-
px'esslon ratios available through optimum speech processing.
" a) We established the desirability of natural language
" as a medium of communication from a manned
spacecraft to the earth.
b) We formulated qualitativedc_crip-'ic,ns of the
performance of three grades of communications
systems, using natural language, and estimated
the minimum transmission lo_tcl, in bits/second,
for each.
c) We formulated qualitative descriptions of three
grades of unprocessed sFeech, and estimated
the b_.nd-width, signal-to-noise ratio, and trans-
mission load for path.
d) We arrived at theoretical limits for the compression
ra_i,;_ attainable through optimum speech pr_._.essin_
_. _) We determined, on the basis of a brief survey, that
_ curr_nt speech processin_ techniques do not offer
-. _ompression ratios which approach the theoretical
I_mit.
" 3.I.2 The details of this study are discussed at length in sub-section
_" 2. Z, and need not be ropeated here. The cot_clusions, however, probably
,. deserve restatement.
i('_' a) It--appears that optimum processing_f high-fideiity
_:. speech should yield A compression r'atio of about
_ 1500 with no loss of quality.
] 9650 ] 0329-0 ] 7
h} It ,..pp_ ,r,_ that op*irx:um ?rocess;ng of good telephone speech
should _'_eld a compression ratio oi, about 300 with no loss of
quality.
u_ C_lrrent speech processing techniques yield compression
ratios ranging from about 10 to abot:t 30.
d) In view of the wide disparity between current achie',ements
and theoretical lkraits, it seems ent "ely reasonable to look
for new techniques which might offer drastic improvement
_r_ compression ratio.
3.2 The Need for Speech Compree_sion
3. Z. 1 Having arrived at some: idea of how much speech compression is
currently avai._abJe, and having estimated how much can be achieved through
optimum processing, we now ask whether or not compression is useful for
the missior,$ we have under consideratxons.
3. Z. _ Minimum and maximum o_erating ranges for the various missions
are calculated in Appendix :'D'. The results, expressed in Astronomical
Units (one AU is the mean d;stance from the earth to the sun) are given,
after roundingooff, in Table 3-I.
Table 3-1
Maximum and Minimum Operating Ranges for Various Missions
....... i , .........
Mission Distances to Earth
Min.- Max.
Mercury ) ;
Venus ) O.Z7 Z. 7 _
Mars )
Jupiter ) 4.0 11 0 ,
Saturn ) " :
Ur=mus )
Nep_:une ) 17.0 50.0 -
Pluto ) ,0
.... I I I It .' II l[. II I -I ill i . i i i ii I i it iii ii i
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3.2.. 3 We r_ow calcu!ate the power required to send unprocessed ',peech
in analogue forrn, a_suming the use of single-side-band, suppressed-
carriar, amptitude-rr, odulation transmission and synchronous detection
with image suppression. If no other sig_al from the spacecraft is available
and from w_',ich the carrier can be constructed for re-insertion at the
receiving 'end, a vestigial carrier can probably be transmitted for this
purpose. The power involved wou}d be small and is oa.-nitted from our
calculations.
In Appendi_ "E" we estimate the transmitter output necessary to develop
a signal-to-noise ratia of unity (at the receiver) over a band-width of one
cps at _ dist,tnce of ,:,r_e AU. _/his is
20 milliwatts = -17 dbw {3-!)
using current techr,iques, or
tO microwatts :: -50 dbw (3-2)
using 1970 techniques. (dbw is db relative to ot)e watt.)
_ To arrive at the required transmitter output, we multiply the basic power
level by the product of the audio band.width the desired signal-to-no:se
ratio (with synchronous detection and image suppressior., the post-detection
and pre-detection signaloto-noise r&*.iosare identical), and the square of
the dista_..cein AU.
Band-widths end signal-to-noise ratios are taken from Table Z-2 and re-
peated in Table 3-Z, rounded off to the nearest :lb.
7
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Tz_ble 3..3
Charact_.ristics of Three Grades of Sp_e(h
lJ ,, ,
_and-Width in db
Speech',Quality Relative to one cps S/N iu db
Voor +30 + 10
Good +35 -¢-Z5
Exceilent +40 +60
The squares of t;hedistances given in Table 3-I are converted to db and
given in Table 3-3, rounded off to the nearest db.
Table 3- _ "k
Mission Distances in Decib'ols
Missicn Distances to Earth
Min. Max,
Mercury) -]1 +9
Venus )
Mars )
Jupite r )
Saturn ) + 1?- + Z ;
LT_'ant,S )
iqeptune ) +25 -1-34
Pluto )
1965010329-020
!The results are s,_mmarized, for current techniques, in Table 3-4. The
required transmitter outputs are given in dbw.
Table 3-4
--.-AnM°°J Transmission, 196_
Mission Speech Quality_
Foor Good Excellent
Min Max Min Max Mir, Max
Mercury )
Venus )
Mars ) +lZ +3Z _,32 +52 +72 +92
Jupiter )
Saturn ) _35 +4t _55 +54 +95 +104
Uranus )
Neptune ) *48 +57 +68 +77 +I08 _i17
Pluto )
It is cle,,rfrom this table that ifwe are restricted to reasonable power
levels and the use of current techniques for analogue-transmission of un-
processed speech, the best we can do is to provide poor speech over the
shortcr diBtanc_s associated with the Mercury/Venu$/Mars mission.
The cucres_'ondmg po_er levels using 1970 techmques are given in
Table 3- 5. _
: _ 3-5
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Fable $--3
Analog Tr,, nsm,:,ss,ion19_____70
M_ s sion Sp_e ch Quality
Poor Good Excellent
Min Max Min Max Min Max
Mercury )
Venus )
Mars ) -2_ -I -I *19 +39 +59
Jupiter )
Saturn ) + 2 +II ,Z2 +31 +62 _71
Uranus )
Nep_.une )
Pluto ) +15 +24 +35 +44 +75 +84
By 1970, the useful range of a poor- speech svstem (which _ve conlider to
be unsatisfactory) will be extended, but _ood _peech will be limited to the
Mercury/Veuus/Mar_ mission, Excellen _. speech will stiil be out of. range,
unle_8 we use excessive po_,_r,
3.Z.4 Sorr.¢saving in power can be effected ifwe digitize the speech
signai (with no spee,:h processing). We show, in Appendix "F", tha_ we
can trav_srnita bit-stream at a rate o_ G bits/second with C times the
power requlred to develop a signal-to-noise ratio of one over a hand-width
of one cps. Using the basic power figures, multiplying by the square of
tht.distance and by the bit-rate we have the required trar_s;_itterpower
The square of th_ distance, in db, is given in 'fable 3-3. The required
bit-r:tt_for variou_ grac_es of v-nprocessed speech is available in Table
_.-Zand _s repeated in db relative to one bit/second in Tab_,e 3-6.
_t
I
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table i-6
)
Characteristics of three Grades of Speech
Quality " Bit-rate in db
Poor +36
Good -.t45
Excellent + 5 3
Ueing current techniques, the transmitter power in dbw is given in
T_ble 3- 7.
Table 3-7
Digital Tr ansmi_ sion, ,..1963
- Mission Speech Quality
Poor Good Excellent
M'n M a.'_ IV_":n Max Min Max
Mercury )
Venus )
Max, )  8+28 _ 17- +37 +25 +45
= -- _ Jupiter )
Saturn .) +31 +40 +40 +49 +48 +_7
: Uranus )
: Neptune )
- Pluto ) +4; -, +53 +53 +6Z +61 +70
-" , -_ :__ _- ,,.* , _ .........
f
2/'
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Using 1970 techniqaes, vie Lave, as shown in lible 3-8:
Table."_Q
, Digital Transr_,_ss;on0 ,_,v'_"n
: - m i ,, m,
Mission Speech Quali_
Poor Good Excellent
Min Ma.,c Min Max Min Max
Mercury )
Ve,_us }
Jupiter t
Saturn ) - 2 + 7  7+16 +15 +Z4
Uranus )
Neptune ) $| +20+20 +Z9 +28 +37
P:uto )
-- i =,, • , ,
t
3. Z° 5 We are now in a position to attempt a justificatiun for a program
aimed at per£ecti_g optimuxn speech processing techniques. We will con-
sider only the c0se of digital transmission, since this uses less power
than anRlogue transmission, and will use the figures given in Tableu 3-7
a_d 3-8.
In Tab;e 3-9, the power levels for good speech and excellent speech are
shown using 1963 communication equipxnent. The upper figure in each
box is basec_ on current speech processing techniques, the lower is based
on optimum techniques. It is assumed that current processing techniques
offer a power saving of 10 db for good speech and that they are not ap-
plicable to excellent speech. We assume that optimum processin_
te_hnlques offer power savings of z5 db for good speech and 3Z db for
excellent speech. "_"
3-8
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"table 3-9
D_isital Transmission, 1963
Current P_-oce _'siu s _
Optimum Processing .
Speech Ouality.
Good Excellent
Mission Min. Max. Min. M_x.
Mercury ) + "_.._f +___7 +2__S +4_
Venus ) - 8 +lZ . 7 +_3
Maxs }
Jupiter ) +30 +39 +48 +57
) Saturn ) _ _ _
Uranus )
Neptune ) _.
Pluto ) +43 +52 +b! +70
+-_ +-_ +_ +-_
In calculating the power levels required with 1970 communication equip-
ment, Table 3-|0, we assurr.e that current speech processing techniques
will (by 1970) yi•:!d power'_avings of ZO db on good speech and l0 db on
excellent speech. Optimum processing, of c0_urse, is still limited to
power savings of Z5 db &nd 32 db.
3-9
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_able 3-10
Di_it_! Transmission, 1970
i i i i f| -- _l i i i
1970 Pr ocessi__Z_
Optimu_ 'Proce s s---ing
M_ssion Speech Quality
Good Excellent
Min. IMax _ Min. Max.
Mercury )
Venus ) -36 -16 -18 + Z
Mars ) -41 -71 -40 -20
-. Supiter ) -1_3 4 + 5 +14
Saturn ) - 18 9 - 17 - 8
Uranus ) _, 0 9 +18 xNeptune 5 * 4 - 4 _ 5
In the context of 1963 communications equipment, Table 3-9, the argument
for optimum processing is based on power _aving. Excellent speech with
optimum proce_slng requires les__._spov, er, by e. factor of 14 db, than good
speech with current processing techniques.
In the context of 1970 communications equtpmen_ and 1970 versions of cur-
rent speech processing tech_iiqueR, the power argument applies oetly to the
t_ranus/Neptune/Pluto mission. If, however, we ask for excellent speech
rather tb'-m good speech; and if we have a multi-ch_,nnet commur.ications
system, the 22 db advantage (excellent speech with 197t} processing versus
exceUent speech with optimum procesal_ng) becomes meaningful even for
the Jupiter/Saturn mission.
Tot_,.lly a_e from the problem of man-to-man communications, we wish
to point out that the development of optimum processing techliiques will
make it feasible to use -natttral language as a means of commamcation
across the man-machine interface. =-
,b'
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3.3 The Present State of The Art
3. 3. 1 W_ examined the present ;tate-of-the-art, primarily through the
medium of a literature search. No speech processing equipment is pre.
sently available in the operational eense. Current labo:'atory equipments
appear to offer compression ratios of about 10 with reasonable intelli-
gibility as measured on a standz, rd PB (phonetically balanced) word list.
The subject is discussed i._ detail in Se=tion 4, Present State of The Art.
The techniques of measuring intelligibility, including the use cf PB word
list_, are discussed in Appendix "G".
3.3. 2 We made _t search of recent and current journals in order to
reach some idea of present research trends. This search was s'_pple-
merited by a number of personal contacts with workers who are active in
the field of speech processing. Most current work is ultimately oriented
toward improvement of current speech processing devices, which are al-
) most all based on the concept of transmitting information about the
short-term power spectrum of the speech signal. There is a distinct
trend, however, toward the concept of pattern recognition schemes which
attempt to discern patterns in the time-varting speech signal. This sub-
ject is discussed in detail in Section 5, Current Research.
3.4 Development of Criteria
_- 3.4. 1 Performance criteria for speech processing systems seem
_.-elatively simple to set up. For a simple analog system, as shown in
Figure 3:.!, we observe that the transmitter power required is proportion-
al to the product of band-width by signal-to-noise ratio, both measured
at the input to the synthesizer. In the absence of the _pdech processing
sub-_Tstern , the transmitter power requi_ed to achieve equal performance
is proportional to the product of band-width by signal-to-noise ratio,
A
Y
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measured this time at.the syntheoizer output.
Figure 3-1. Simple Analog System
We h_ve, therefore
B (SIN)°1t = o (3-3)
B i (S/N) i
where R is the compression ratio.
If the system makes use of a digital transmission link, as shown in
Figure 3-2, we still use equation (3-3) as a definition of the compression
ratio. B and (S/N) are measured, as before, at the (analog) input and
output of the synthesizer.
AW_.O@..
JJWI.0@
Figure 3-2. System with Dil_ital Transmission Link
b
2
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For a digit_! processin 8 system, as shown in Figure 3-3, we define the
compression ratio as
(bit-rate)o (3°4)R =
(bit-rate)i
where the measurements are take_ at the (digital)input and output of theo -
synthesizer.
_ .j ANALY"ZiER SYNTtESlZE_-" |
" ANALOG
Figure 3-3. Digital Processing 5yste.m
Finally, for a _lybrid system, as shown in Figure 5-_, we use equation
(3-4). We derive an equivalent value of (bit-rate)o by starting witchB °
an4 (S/N) o and risingthe method of Appendix "C".
; ,.-- , i i I ii i
f
- - - SYNTHESlZE_
, Figure 3-4. :ty_=,'id Syatem
. J
3 @. Z Making use of the theoretica_ limits for the Compression ratio,
derived in sub-section ?,. 2, we can define & compresmion e_flciency
i
,): 13-s)
'/
where RL is the limiting compresslon ratio. Finally, we can set up a
"" flsttre of met'It for pe_r/orrnJmce _ ,
] 9650 ] 0329-029
Mp = rlIoi_Ii (3-£)
where I is an intelligibility index of some sort an_ I and I, :to :neasuredj
t
respectively, at the systen_ output and input. M will then have a value
P
of unity for a perfect system. The question of how I should be measured
is discussed in Appendix "G".
3.4r.3 Mp, as defined in the previous paragraph, is a combined sea=
sure cL power reduction and _,_servation of basic information conten_ (as
defined in paragraph 2. Z. 2a). We have not developed an index for de_-
criblng the ability of a system to reproduce expression (as defined in the
same paragraph). One possibility, however, lies in testing the ability
of listeners to identify different speakers. The percentage of correct
i_lentifications using the output of _he system can be divid_,d by the cor-
responding percentage, using the outp-,.t of a high-fidelity audio linkj or by
the percentage achieved in a _ace-to=face situation with visual contact
eliminated by means of a screen or a blinc.fold. The resulting ratio will
ser;_. - a.san index of co_uservation of expression,
3.4.4 We have not been successful in deve!oping any useful hardware
criteria. It is obvious that the prime desideratum is the reduction _n
lifted weight, providins, that this can be achieved at negligible Cost in terms
of volume, reliability, maintair_abilit , repairability, operational efficienc,,_
training requirements, etc., etc. $uccessfu.l speech compresslon will, to
be sure, a._ord thepossibility of a _eduction in radis,ted transmitter powe_'_
and reductioa in weight can be achieved either by reducing the transmitter
_. _ukput or b_" reducin 8 the antenna si_. It is diHicult, however, to develop
any m eaning_tl tr_e-o_f. A reduct,lon of 900 watts in required transmitter
output is _ an exciting prc,_pect, if it :r_eans that a lOOO watt transmitter can
be replaced by one _!eliv_ving only lO0 w_tts. The shift _rom ZOO0 watts
to 1100 wa_ts is intg, lesting but hardly exciatng, and the shift _rom 10, 000 )_
J
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watts to 9, 100 watts or from 50.000 to 49. I00 is hardly worth mentioning.
Accordingly, we suggest that the development cf firm hardware criteria
and trade-oils sh.Juldb= tic,erred _'-tilmore is known _bout the over_.!
comrn,_unicationsrequirement of a partic_lar mission.
3.5 Other Investigations
We devoted a small amount of effort to a serisi ol short studies,
all of which are described in detail in Section 6, Experimental Work
Carried _t Under the Contract. These studies are liste_ briefly as
follows:
a) AJn examination of the recording a_nd transcript
of communications to and .*tom Mercury, flight of
Waiter Schirra, sub-section 6. I.
b} A brief stu_/y of the utility of lip reading as a
medium of comm,tmicWtion, sub-section 6. Z.
c) A short experimental progrsm, aimed at pre-
liminary verif cazion of the usefulness of a new
_peec_-pattern _ecognit_on scheme, sub-sect,on
6.3.
d) A brief attempt to duplicate the work of G. W.
Barton and S. H. Barton, and t orted on in
13 December 19_3 issue of Science magaLine,
• in producing a new type of speech pattern which
may bs easier to recognize than a convGvntional
sonogr_u, sub-section 6.4.
3.6 New Aven,r#s for Futuxe Work
We feet that we can offer a significant contribution in thif area.
Briefly0 it appears to us that the _trt of speech processing is now at a
P
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Foint where it should be cons._dered as a subject for interdisciplinary
study. We feel that when scientists from one discipline have pushed a
problem to an interdisciplinary boundary, as is the case here, significant
advances can be achieved wili_ relative ease by allowing people on the other
side of the boundary to do a httle pulling. Specifically, _ e believe that it
is t;.me to look at the whole problem of speech pro#essing from the stand-
poi,,ts of information-processing, decision-making and pattern-matching."
All of these disciplines are well developed, and each has an extensive
body of theory to bolster abroad area of current practice. Our spec2fic
recommendations are discussed at length in Se, tion 7, New Areas for
Future Work, and are listed briefly as follows:
a) A study of the statistics of quanti:,,ed sampled
speech signals. Ifeach quantizing level is con-
sidered as a symDol, in the infor,nation-theoretic
sense, the speech signal is a message which iS
expressed as a string of symbols. The set of
symbols constitutes a code which has a re-
dundancy, in the information-theoretic sense,
in excess of 99%. It should be feasible to
devise a translation to a new cod_ having less
redundancy, thus affording a significantdegree :i
of compression, as measured it',bits/Kecond.
The problem of devising a new code is almost
entirely a problem in information p2ocessing,
sub-section 7.2.
b) A search for easily-recognizable patterns in
quantized sampled sp_,ech signaJ_ using a tech-
nique of p_ttern-discovery which does not depend
on ,_n,.,preconceptic,ns about what the pattern
ought to look like, zub-section 7.3.
_
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c) A mechanization c_ a phoneme recognizer__
using a pattern-matching technique which has
already been ['_arCy tested, slb-section 7.4.
d) A study of the use of _nc.n-.canning optical cor-
relation techniques to recognize patterns (sono-
grams, for example) derived from speech
signals, _ub-section 7.5.
e) A study of the use of linguistic,para-linguistic,
and Data-speech cues as aids to pattern recog-
nition in speech processing. This is an appli-
cation of deciflen theory, sub-_ection 7.6.
f) A study of the appiication of linguistic constraints
to the decision-making process in a speech syn-
D thesizer whose input has been corr,jpted by addi-
tive noise. To the extent that the synthesizer
operates on non-redundant inputs, developed
by aa optimum analyzer, something of this sort
will be mandatory, sub-section 7.7.
g) A stu.ly,from the standpoint of linguistics, of
the information conveyed by "expression" and by
para-_,peecb, sub-sectioa 7.8.
%
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•1. THE PR_:Si',:, r S'i .:_,[ i: 0_-" rtt- .,i¢ I
In this section v,e describe pr_tsent speech c_mpr "s:_ivn tech-
niques which are in various stages oi research and deveiopmert. The
ultimate speech compression systt:n_ w'_th aneces._ary channc: capacity
of 911 bits/see is still a research problem with no immediate solution.
As each system or compression technlqu_: is described, we discuss its /
limitations ar,.dassociated problem areas. Th,.se problem areas point
out an itnportant co,tsideration t_.t must b_-recugnized when we consider
bandwidt_ compression schemes. The deve'_opme.nt of hardware fo!.'..ows
basic speech research and helps to define the current problems of that
research. Thus, the basic research performed at Haskin's Laboratory
and elsewhere on vowel-consonant trans!.tioncues, has helped the forrnant
rock,tierto be aworkable d_vic,.*in reproducirJg cons,mants, although the
as yet incomplete knowledge of c:msonaat s_r_,.ct,_.rs has hlnder_d com-
pletely adequate consonant synthesis. For this rea:_or,: althi:u._h vocr.ders
will n-ver be entirely satisfactory untll _peech res,.arcb has provided
answers to puzzling acoustic problep/_s, the atter'cq_tar e_.,Iyha.'dware
developr is justified bc_th by t.he a,:tual success already acl;le,?ed and
by _he pro'J_e,.--nareas in speech research uncovered and defined by such
hardware development.
Table 4-I indicates the sc_.:peof presently avail_ble sF_:ech com-
pression techniq,aeswhich are ).n the near.-hardware ,_rh_rdware stage,
based on Stevens et all,
4-I
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D To-kBLE 4-|
Scope of Presently A..v_itab]e Speech Compression Techniques
m r ,
Group A B C
Range o_ IrLformatior_ 18,000 to 2, 050 2, 000 to 800 Be.lo_. 800
Rate _its/Sec
- Approximate Cmr_pressiou 2:I to sS:l J,5:l to 3G:I Over 30:3
Ratio
, rll ,
Techniques Bandpass Filtering Forrna_ttVocoder Spe_trmn
/t_plit,_deClipping Pat'.ern
T_e Compr:ssion
Spectrum San_,_i-'ng Matching
: .Semi LVoco'_/e r + Ceding
D Charms! Voc_der
, J : • J., m , = • _ .msmlmms,,smms_m
4. P. S'ystems with Compression Ra_i_ ap to 13. I
- 4.2. I The first four syst_em,s inc,luded under this h_._ling have compres-
sion r_tios rangi,,g up to 5:l. They _ep_,nd upon simple operat, ions oer-
formed oath_ electrical speech _ign_t io either the tithe or the fre?t:ency
domain. They offer no real h_pe for future developmer;t, but within their
limitations of compression ratio and intelligil_ility they are valid schemes
air_a_ly operational. They wilt be discussed only brief.ty.
• B_B_as¢ Filtaxin8 _ Experiments have shown thet with a _000 cycle
_ bandpass filter, intelli_ibility of P. B. words (see Appendix G)_approaches
: 90_,. The naturalness is somewhat less than telephone quality speech but
is axleqt_ate. This system is used mostly as a referencE, for testin_ other
systems.
_'- ; 4-Z
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_l_tu, d_Clippinl m This technlque me-.ely cups the sp,.ech above a
specified amplitude level. Modest clipping has very_little ef."ect on intel-
llgib_lity _.nd this techn-;que hat been use_l to extencl the range of radio-
:elephoue _._4_li:ters by reducir._ t_,e ratio of oeak p_.wer to average
p_wer. It has bten found th .t i_inite!,/ clipped speech, which reduces t_.e
_i_t_.l to a succ._s_ion o_ z_.ro crossings, can _i_e P.B. word intelligibility
of 80_ but produces a_ unnatural voice quality. C]iop_n3 c_.n give compres-
sion ra_"-._s of the order cf 3: _ a; the expense of voice quality.
TiJme Cornp.ressio__ _ This is a general term for cche.mes luvolvi_ 8 the -;:
extraction of time satx_ples of speech, the division of these samples in
frequeucy and the forma-zon o" a continuoussignal from the Buccessicn of
samples. The sign_i._ are _hen replayed _t the proper speed in order to
rec_.-stitute the sp_-_ech. P.B. word iute_'li_ib_li:y of better than 80_, can
be ach/_ved, and the voice ¢l_ality, although n_t good, _ better than tha:
of clipped speech. A compression ratio of Z: 1 can b._ achieve_. (It is
interesting to note that a variatio_ o£ this technique was us_.d _n some o._
the Russian manued orbital mi_'_o_s. ) The inherent li_nitations of this
technique are the small compression ratio and the somewhat comple>_
timing proble,_, s.
4, 2. 2 The following two systems give compression ratios on the order
of 3. 1 and prov;de very _ocd speech iv_,elligibility _.nd fairly good voice
qual._ty,
_,_ S_.____lin._ _ The basic concept used here to achieve speech
;ompress_ is that of bein_ able to sample only po_'tions of the freq,_ency
s['¢ctr_m of the speech signal by _he u_ o_ op_._.mally placed filters.
V_ria_ions of tht_ simple scheme have _een _u_._ested and implemented
in prototype form. One system which },as been _ested us_:s three _,50 cps
filter, cent,_red about optim,_ ._req_encies of 500, 1500 and _-500 cps, and
provides P° B. word scores of _xearly ?0_,. A six-f_l_er system having a
1965010329-036
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tots! anai:,g bat',dwid_h _i abo,.tt 750 cps has been developed. Other modi-
ii_'-"-_ions have been suggested, such as moving the center frequencies of
the filters in accordance with the shoot-time energy distribution of the
speech opectrtu_, This technique provides a cc.'..pression r_.tio of about
3: i with g_od intelligibility.
The Vocod__r w The vocoder, which is described below, derives control
r___
signals ir3m its input and uses these to p_.ogram a synthesizer which re-
produces speech in a way that is an e_ectrical analogue of human speech
reproduction. A few simple perceptive mechamisnns are used in vocoder
systems. However no operational or projected hardware development
" has carried the use of _ither articulatory or perceptive criteria very far.
The reason for this is that the basic know;edge of tb.ese mechanisms is not
£_tlly under stood. This problem i s treated both in the following discu s sion and in a
__ore gener_l_ .¢._ in Section 5. Channel Vocoder s use compres s_on ratio s up to 15: I.
D 4.3 The Chan_el Vocoder _md Sen'A-Vocoders
...... , • , f
4.3. ! The following is a brief description in a simplifiedgener_c f&shi_
of the channel vocoder. Many systems hav_ been attempted wi_.h aliKht
modification of the bacic promises. These are -'escribed briery here, _i
more detailed discussions are contained in many of the referer.ce0 in the
bibliography. Figure 4-l is a block diagram of a classic_1 ¢li_mnel vocoder.
It provides a-bandwidth saving of the orde_ of I0: I. One constraint of pro-
duction (voiced, voiceless distinction) r.ud one constraint of perception
(in_elligibility retained by short-t_e amplitude spectrum) are incorporated
in its design. A set of contiguous b_mdp_s filters BPI--_ BPN, with
envelope d_tec_ors and low pa_ filters, produces val_es of the short-time
amplitude spectrum at :liscrete frequency points. This i., _o ,_ first ap-
proximation, the magnitude of the _ocal transfer fmtction plus constant
fe_uree of excitation and radiation. A v_ltage pro_,ortion_ to the fundao
mental frequency is provided by tn@ _itch _×_.ra,_tor and is also tr:_nsmitted
_ 4-4
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vi_ !_w pass filtering. At the rec_i,/er, this -.ignal makes voiced-Joice-
less ciist_.nc_._n8 by modulating the frequency of a buzz-source generator
o_ seie_tin_ noise for the excitation, (This io essentially a crude ant.log
device for duplica£ing the human v_ _'._hanism. ) The spectrum signals
operate modulators at the respective inputs of a set of bandp_ss filters
identical to those in the transmittez _. Th,_ outputs are summed and the
short-time spectrum is reconstructed.
4.3.2 What do vocoders really me_sure? Consider how we produce
S_eech. The sound source may be the laa'ynx, which produces a sequence
_'_ pulses as it converts the air flow from the i_ug8 into speech-like soun_.
The pulse repetition rate and .he pulse shape are v_riable. We can also
make sounds by i_,;_'_$ the air from the lungs impinj[e ut_on an obstacle
a_- through a con,triction in the vocal tractlike the teeth, or by forcing '.
to produce a "hissy" sound. This type of sound is random in character,
D as opposed to th-. general forn_ant £requency character of the voiced
• 0 larynx sound. The ter_n foi'man; frequency is an ac0ustic-phonetic term
_at r.;_ers to the frequency of the max,_-num o_ a _roe_ concentration of
energy in a speech sound, as indicat_ by a peak in the envelope of the
spectrum. The iormantc are indicate_ by nv-_. her w_.th the lowest formant
being identified as the first, e_c. The two types of sound sources may
operate singly or as a cGr.lbination. The-sound spectrum from these
sources _s then modified by thv vocal tract caviti,_s ,_.na by the articttlator8
{t_gue, _i_s, pa_e, etc. I. T._.ere organs do no; mo_e r_pi_y, and
hence the s_ectru_., of _he speech sou_ _-_:_8e_ slowly.
4.3.3 The ba, ic object of the _.ocod_r _or of-any _her s_eech compres-
sion device) is t_ _i£nal, in a more econt_ical manner than by ,he re[_ro-
duction _f the total a_oust'_. _ speec_ output, _the si_fi©ant param_;_r s an_
informat"-on-_.ea_i.,_elem_ ,_ of _he speech a_ct, _. sh._,_ld be noted that
ti_._s does not preclude si;n_lz.r._Oi nc_n-_oustic correl_:es of the speech
act, such sS po_i:_on of the ar'_ulato_s facial expressions, e_,_., as
_, 4-6
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!information-bearing elemezlts. As indicated by the foregoing description _"
of the channel vocoder, two basic paraxneters of the speech act are con-
tained in its implementation. The first is one of production, the voiced-
un,--oiced di.-t_nctien, and the o!her ..... ,_ii ..... f perceptio:_, and
that intel!i_ibilityis generally maintained by preserving the short-time
amplitude spectrum. Speech sound axnplitedes change slowly within the
bandp_.ss tilteroutputs and therefore can be represented by the smoothed
outputs of the envelope detectors. The phase spectrum is not transmitted
as it _pi_cRr, to carry no usable intelligence to the ear.
4.3.4 The firs_ vocoder was devel_ped in 1939 by ilomer Dudley at the
L
Bell Laboratories. Early vocoders had an intelligibilityscore approach-
ing 70_o of P. B. words. In recent years, improvements of.the original
designs have provided intelligibilityratings ,_fabout t _% on P.B. words
and a compression ratio o_ about 10:i.
4.3.5 in its originaJ form, and even now, the cn_'tnel vocoder is plag_:,ed
by the "unnatur_!ness" of its svund cutput. Essentially, naturalness _.s a
sensory dimen._ion, and a_ such itis not wcll defined even today. _e
basic problem seems to be in tracking at the analyzer and reproducing
at the synthesizer the crucial features ol the excitation signal. One
method of bypassing the problem i_ shown in Figure 4-I in the box at the
top o! the figure. This configuration is called a semi-vocoder. Perhaps
I/3 to I/Z of the ordinary speech signa_ is transmitted (the lower part) as
an ordinary unprocessed baseband. After delay, itis recombined with
the outputs o¢ the higher vo .odet channels, which are encited by noise.
This eliminates the Ditch extraction problem, but no voiced excitation
c_--tnow be delivered to _e higher bands, and the voiced-voiceless dis*
txnction remains. In addition, the compression ratio is drastically
reduced.
4-7
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_, 3.6 A number of factor._ contribute to the pitch extraction pro_!ern.
Among these _re the preser, ce of strong harmonics in the i_isnal u_ed to
rueasure the fundamental frequency, and the smoothing ._._erent in most
frequency measuring circuits which wipes out the cycle-by-cycle v_ri-
ations of Lhe fundamental frequency which may be siguificant. Auto-
correlation and cross-correlation techniques 3' 4, 5 have recently showr_
some promise of providin_\a reasonably satisfactory solution to these
problems. Howeve=, r_sea_-ch is still needed,in this basic area_to
determine exactly what parameters of the fundamental frequency signal
must be transmitted and to what extent these _fCfect intelligibility and
naturalness. Any advances made in the gener._l n_: _._n research areas
of determining *..he critic_l parameters _cr perceot_en of speech wil! "m-
prove the channel vocoder by indicat_ what portion of the transmitted
speech signal must be emphasized.
D 4.4 The Forrn_mt Trackin_ Vc, _der
4.4. 1 Consider the number o_ output pa*.terr_._ _r,,_: c_ b_ produced bv
a c't_umel vocoder. If we have a 15 channel vocod_r with amplitude
quantizing to 8 levels, 248 outpu_ patterns are possible, Now cons;tier
the fact that vowel-like sounds at l.-ast can be representedby the first
three formants present in the acoust;c output 6, and that the observer
cannot perceive these formant frequency differences to leas than 3 per
7
cent at best. If each fcrmant frequency has a frequency range of 3.2 to
o_, it appears at one of 40 possible frequencies and at one of 8 possible
: levels. Then there are at znost (40 x 8 )3 or about 2 _5 possible vowel-
sound p._tterns. This number is an estimate of the ability of the vocal
cavity to produce, and of the observer to perceive vowel-like sou_;ds.
If one knew how to represent consonantal sounds as a complete set of
acoustic output parameters, and if one knew _he threshold for discrimi-
nation ol such pa.rarneters, 6, 7 one could estimate t_e approximate
1965010329-041
n_;_×irntlm number ,-_f pati.,rns perceived by an observe'r. It is generally
fclc this numbL-r would be considerably less than the Z48 possible patterns
produced by a channel vocoder. Furthermore, the ac,tual number of "_
t,_:cc=ivr.d _atterl_ i_ les_ th/.'_ the _h_ort-;i, all_, pussibIL, number determi-
ned by this means, as the position of the forrnants of rowe. 1-1ike sounds
ar_ limited rodghly to certain regions and to c¢_rtain relationships _Lmong
themselves. At any rate, a speech compression device, more anabitious
•han the channel vocoder, and called a resonance voc-der or format_t
tracking vocoder_ suggests itself from these princip_e.s. Adiscussion
of this device follows.
4.4. Z Most of the recent attempts at speech compression techniques
have centered arov.nd development of the formant or resonance vocoder.
This is a more ambitious attempt at duplicating certain voc_.l cord tuntiocis
as well as i:_corporating some aspects of the channel vocoder. Vowel
sounds may be charz.cterized in a general way by nearly constant spectral
maxima which are ca.lied formants. These arerepresented in some models
as being caused by poles (4 pole representations have proved t,_ be
reasonably adequate) and no zeros. The consonants, however, contain
zeros as well as poles. It hs.s been possible to develop equipment that
can extract the forma_t frequency and amplitude for the vowels. As yet,
it has been impossibie to extract the po!es and zeros of consonants from
continuoas speech. Figure 4-2 illustrates the formant vocoder, which
can give a compression ratio of 20:1 or even greater. The choice of
excit_ttion source is ".he same as in-the classic ,¢oco_er, but the speech
spectrum is analyzed in order to extract the frequency _'.nd amplitude
of the formants. It is otten divided into three contiguous w_de bands
corresponding to the range of-the formant frequencies, and two voltagt, s
arc transmitted _or-respondint$ to the amplitude and frequency of eacL of
the spectral maxima, At the synthesizer the f-requency voltages tune
t'ormant resonators and the amplitude voltages modulate the inputs to
the resonators. A similar type o_ hybrid system which transmits the
• t? _ -
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Figure 4°Z. Formant or Reson._nc_. Vocoder
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lov_er portion of the sp_ctr,uY_ _ an ui_proces_cd b_.seband has been in-
vestigated and, as with the cla_c,;.cal voc.;der, improvemen_ is obtained
at the expense o( baedwidth.
4 4 3 As is obvious from the foreguing discvssion, the formant ¢ocoder
as well as the charmel v_.,codcr_, _ i_lagued b_, the problem o_ extracting
and sign_lingthe excitation function accurately. Beyond this common
problem, the formant vocoder is a much more a.mbit_ous attempt to
signal the information-bearing parameters of speech. Its com'pression
ratio may be a_ high as 30:1. In order to achieve thi_ much compres-
sion0 a limited number of parameters must be extracted ia _.be analyzer
and then reconstructed into speech at the synthesizer Untortunately
these parameters are not completely defined, especia!ly fo." m_st
c.ansonents. Vowels are fair!y well described bg the fir'_t three fvrmants,
a_ld synthesizing, rLetworks have been constru.tvca with cm_ reproduce
them to abighdegree o( inte!li_;i.biiity. !_ addition, certain fricative
consonents such as /S/ and /f/ have been synthesized with difterent
networks thah are used for vowels. Howe;'er, a mathematical model
adequale for all speech sounds is not yet available tor use in a synthesizer-
analyzer system. In fact° the type _i synthesizer now used in formant
vocoders may not, it, general, be adequate to produce consonantal
sound_, _'_d it might b,_- more ¢'onvenient to synthesize these with a vocal
tract a_alogo.e depending on articulatory constra__,,.t_, This subject is
being ]r.e_w_- researched at prescott a_ .*.'.,I. T. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 The work
at M, I.T. is part ot a g_nered research study in ._atomat_c speech recog-
.,_.itionand is discussed in Sectiov 5.
4.4.4 The pre3ent perl'ormance of _ormant vocoder systems is gener-
ally not agreed upon in the li*.c:_ture. What appear to be impartial tests
1, 15, 14
rate the formaz,t -,occder performance very low (P.B, word
.., 2, 4, 5
articttl&ti_n3_?;_, b,:_ca the other hand Contractor ixnal r_,port_"
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show test res_llts of the order of 75 to 85.¢': P. 2.._,;rd intelligibility,
15
(See Appendix G). Further comments an re_erence (9} J.ndicate _ha_.
performance may be better than is indicated in that survey. At any rate,
certain problemJ existin_ in such equipments h_.ve not been solved. "-L,_
chief among these being the basic prob:e,_n of slgn_llng *_he sienif_.,'_'_t
parameters of certair_ sou_.d,, and the _ _'" ;'
sound patterns. Aiso, _,n ,_ hardware deve!opx._ent ,.eve.,__ no cl,_cs --3
t
aloe. from the predictive or past h':story c.i _ho speech signori axe used _:
present, although they .bvious}y ,.o,xtribute t._ tke hurnan producti _ ] and
processing of speech. "As the _.c st," i_ cf the frequ©ncy spectrum cf
speech, either on an acoustic basis or on _- articulatory basis, reveals
fur_-her indications and class,:fications of the _peech act, the performance
of formant vocoders should reflect thes_ aclvan-es and the_ should become
more useful operational devices. The complexity of both the analyzing
and synthesizing hardware devices seems destined to increase in large
D degree as ._uch advances are forthcoming from _e researcn field In
addition, the research areas are not ones which prJmise quick ,rodeasy
colutions to the e×ks_ing problems. They have been attacked for a number
of years, and although they have y elded suHicient data for _2tep..,sent
hardware develop._nents, many problems c" both synthesis and analysis
of the s_,eech signals on a purely acoustical or articttlatorybasis remain.
It Jeems that additional help is needed from analysis related to the sl_eech
act in slightlydifferent _ays than the acoustic or articulatory.
4.5 Miscellaneous Dcvices
A variety of other c _mpression device_ r_ngin_ from C.P.
Smith' s Spectrum Pattern Qua4atization16, 17 Technique t',_perception
network patterns have been attempted. 18 In r:_case has more than
limited success w,.'th the_c devices been reported. Howeve#, ale a_pli-
cation of st',ch patterning devices is in its eaxly stages and should prove
to be a significant step in speech research.
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5. CURRFT_'I Fl_r",::. ;?: ,RI.:SEARC[q
_. 1 General Re:n._-ks
Researcb zn spc, c}- l'r._ces_zng 1.: pro, c, .... llr,/_ _zl ._*',.,::'a[ irlt,-r-
related areas aimed at finding basic d_,ta on th:, tnform,_ti.:,_-hearing
e!en, ents oi the speech stgnal, on'its pelceptual att.oibutes, ar, d oa the
"natural" representati_:, r.f speech systems by quantitati,,e models. The
concrete objectives of t:_ese basic programs a.-, ma"y and varied, i._-
¢lading automatic _peecL" rt_cogmtion (non-machine voice c-',mmuoica.tio_i),
i_2ormation retrieval, bandwidth compression, and othe,'s.
In the fo)lowirg d_scus..:i-,,n_.., research areas aa'e arbitrariiy
divided into acoustic-articulat,)ry and perceptive-linguistic categories.
These area_ are related, and the, divisl,m _nto two clas_,es is not meant
to indicate that they are divorced from each other. It i3 merely con-
venient to make this dist._r, ction for the pt:rpose of dtscussi_,n. The two
categories do not exha.'._st the field, but d,_ cover the majc, r t'.'_,:'_.
5. Z Acoustic Speech Analysis ,:rrl Synthesis
a. Z. 1 The greatest concentrat., :_ of effort seems to be centered on
an.alyses of the irequency spectr,tm of Ihe acoustic outing and on modeis
I_ 20,
o1 the underlfing source and cavity that produce t.he .tc,),,._tic outp::t. "
21, zz, z3 Other 8".udies arc concentrating on id_ntificati.m of a limited
number of patterne /fo,- exa.mole, words or syl;abb-s). 24, 25, 2L
5. 2. a A recent significant p._per indicales ore of the key problems.
Simply stated, this is the spe(ification of the dynastic properties ,if
speech generation. The static prope_'ties of th o acoustic output have
(,
: been defined to a great extent. 5per,fication of the dy_._ar,_ic properties
of apeech involve_,:leterminati:m of the articul_tory parameters _nd study
5 ,,1
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of how changes in these parameters modify the acoustic speech output.
Consideration of th_ physiological c,_nstraintson speech generation rr_y
y;.eldinvariant and significantcues for speech perception.
The discussion in point_7deals with the dyna_nic propertiee of
vowels as determined by a series of coLttrolledexperiments providing
spectral data on vowels in various consonantal environments. The study
seems to indicate that there are definable targets for vowel gencratior,.
that remain invariant under a variety of consonantal environments as
well as under variation of stress and duration. These data are signi-
ficant, id that they point toward "encoding and decoding in terms of _x,
analysis-by-synthesis procedure 8. or the motor theory of speech per-
ception"... Z8 "The implication is that acoustic and physiological data
•_ may provide linguists with criteria that contribute tow&rd elirninati,-uof
•"_' the classical problem oi 'no._ut._i_lueness' in phohemic analysis. Moreov_.r,
they can serve as a prelimina,-_" answe.r to (the) challenge to the eft'ect
that there is no reason to believe that any appcoacb will materially
reduce the obvious complexity of _honologic-acoustic correlation.': The
'articleconcl:'Les with a sugt_estionfor future work in the a_'eas oi identi-
ficazion oi specific "targets" a speaker ai_ns for (acoustic.M1y and physi-
ologically_ when he speaks,of the rule_ which goverxt th_ temporal dis-
tributioo of these zarget_s, and of the pro|)erties of the _t_,tctures that
respond to ihe target instruction.
5. _. 3 The sign_t_icance o{ the_e preliminv.ry experiment'-I results, and
of the wholeseries of programs coming out of M. I. ).'. e R.I.T. (Royal
In_titt_te o_ Technology, Stockholm), and other places, is that a concerted
attack on an acoustic-_.rticulatory basis sh_ws hope Of providing the in-
variant or significant cues and of identifying tli-- i.nformat".on-bearing
p_rameter_ of the _peech s._gnal. I_ successf_1, thes_ studies will provide
raw data which will aJ.low g_ttomatic speech recognition sys_.srns to be
bt_ilto the hitchest intelligibilitystand_trds. It i_ obvious that thes,.
_i-Z
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programs are long-term eude_vo:s of great c.,mple,;ity, and as yet they
hav_, not provided enough data to permit significant use of their findings
in hardware de,-,e!opment. Ntany research questions must be answered
before practical app}ications can be attempted _ even good conso,_ant
models are not yet available in any general for.m Ho_veve_, it is not
too farfetched to envision (as one of the resuxts ef this type of rese_r'=h)
speech compression system w-th the /,;llowir.g general chzracter_stics:
the syt_tem would consist of an anal'izer and a synthesizer, each with
extensive colnputation&l c._pacity; the ar, at_.z2r v.ould divide the incoming
speech into distinct segmented phonemes, and tke slnthesizer would then
choose stored samples from which itwov.ld reconst'tute continuou_ _peech.
5. 2.4 The area of synthesizing speech from stored segments has oc-
cupied the attention of researchers for many years. Among the most
recent work to be reported, and a gv_.d summary of syr, tnesizing t.ech-
niques now available, is the recettt naper by 3. E, Estes et a] "Siae.ch
30
Synthesis From Stored Data". An analog synthesizer is used in the
<
reported work. !nste_...d of txatural speech segments, the system uses
segmented c_t,trolsigm&Is to the synthesizer. This technique bypasses
the difiicultie'_of discontinuities in pitch and formant frequencies at the
segmental junctions. Control signaJ3 are varied until the speech segment
being studied is satisfactory, and connected speech may be generated by
-cornputei_ assembly of the synihesize,- control signals corresponding to
a sequence of speech segmer_ts. The system provides for specification
of the sequence of segments. This recent paper p_ovides a partial
answer to Silvertsens_ discussions, which pose _e problem that.:
"It is well known that there are a numb¢ _ of dxffic,.tJ*-*esin segnte_tation
of the speech continuttm._ DouLts have been raised whether such segmen-
tation is at all possible acoustically or physiologically, except in a put-ely
physical s_nse. X-tRy studies of the physiological m6che.ni.sm (see
reference 6 for a l_tter discussion ot X-ray technique), a.,-,d acoustical
analysis of the speech wave show continuously changln 2,format:'o.'_and
)
o
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pattez'ns in many cas6s where am _.n_u_tive auditory _honetic analysis fl.nds
a segment border. "
5. Z. 5 A_._*.ional areas of research on an acoustic level indica;e the
bro_ scope of tb.e programs at R. I. T. StockhOlm, M.I.T., Bell Lab_
a_d elsewhere. ,_._typica_ repc_t.23is a good indication of the acoustic
paths bein 6 fol/owed. These include:
.Spectrum Ana/_rsis .--- Recent work in this areR involves the use of a new
techr_que which deserves brief comment. "Inverse filtering", also known
as "amt/-resouance filtering", attempts to cancel the forn_Int frequencies
by _h._ use of filters, thu_ defining the spectrum of a larynx soerce
function. By _plying this technique; c_.e can also determine form_.nt
frequencies quite accurately.
L Speech p...arameter ' Tr_kin _ _ In this &rea, which relates to vocoders,P
basic studies are beini_ c_,rried out on voic_ f=equency tracking "_' 32
20
and on the definition of voiced-voiceless distinctious
Speech Prod_ct_on. --- Work in this sre_ includes measurements of
glottal pulse amplitude and shape, and of the variation of these parao
meters from speaker _o speaker. An _mderstan_ing of _his aspect o_he
physiolo&w of speech production is importa.-_t in defi_,_ _he &,;oustic
source function and in normalt_ing any _eneralized machine f,_r speech
_nniysis and synthesis. .........
S_ech S__._.'_ation and Synthesis _ This area is discusse,._l briefly
above in p_tr&_rapn ._. 2.4. Other work is concerned with an_ly=ing the
acoustSc c_es for segmentation which are curtained in the natural speech
waveform ;rod with determining _heir vari_u¢ and tnvariant characteristics.
_ 5-4
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|Art{c_tlation_ An attack is being made on an artzculatory level to
determine the parameters and significantvariations of the acoustic speech
aci. This rese_trch "_scentered at M. I.T 8, 9, 10, II and is based on auto*
m_t_.icomputer programming. In its eariy stages, ::human-in-ths-ieop _:
strategy is umed in an ="erupt at analys_.sby synthesis by varying _he
articttlatoryparameters of a moC--_ in order '_ provide acceptable
acoustic outputs. This i_ in contrast to the t_chnique of varying aco-lstic
parameters. !n some ways, it appe--rs that a si,._pler description of th6
speech act is availabl3 by this method, usi:ig fewer parameter8 than are
required by purely acoustic analysis. This research is in its early stages,
although signaficant results have ai_'eady be,'n reported I0' i ] As a tcch-
nique it is _omp!en_.entary to acot!stic techniques.
5.3 Speech Per cel_tion and Lin_tuistics
S. 3. I Work in speech percept-ion corr¢]atcs very closely with acoustic
and articui_tory research. Since normal speech communication is aimed _
at a human listener, it is tailored to the perceptual ability of man. There-
fore •_y knowledge oi perceptual clues will influence the concepts involved
i_ speech processing.
7
5.3. Z A recent psDer summ;_z;zes what is known at present about per-
ceptive criteria. In it, diflerence limens (D. L. ) for various sotu_ds ._nd
" phonemes _e given. For formant recognition devices, it is shown _at
the just-discern&ble ch_r, ge_ in formant bandwic,_hs are much larger
than those for formant frequency. Problems in this area are a_.so
defined {for example, "Apparentiy diacrir,_inations of sirn_Itarteous
chanses in frequency _nd bandwidth have not been measured. The manner
in which these cues combiT, e would be an interesting question. That is:
what is the 'D. L. &tea' in the complex frequonc_" _lame ?". ) Similarly,
pitch ch_s o_ O. 3_ to O. 5_ have been defined as the ap_.-___md to
the acc_r.._cy neceusary in pro cessin, g pitch data. ]_any questions e_i_-
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regarding the uses of the rate of ch-_nge of pitch and the detection of in*
flection contours for higher order p:'ocessiug 33' 34 There are -zddition_l
questions of glottal oulse perceptual criteria. Much wo?k r._ma_,Is to be
35
: accomoJi._h-d, ip. the area i.-. terms -_f_.mede!s of speech r_-.... ce.,.._..';....
5.3.3 In a recent paper, A. lvl. Liberman, 5' S. Co¢,pe:', K. S. Harris
_8
and P. F. MacNeilage, _ of Haskit,s Laboratories- defir.eperhaps the most
interesting trend in modern speech perception, using linguistic and psy-
chologicgi constraints and i_.ferences. This sectior, wiii end with a dis •
cussior of their Mo*._r Theory of Speech Perception. The first few pzra-
graphs of their discussion offer a precise definition o£ their problem
approach and of the background reasoning that lea to their theory. A_
such, they oiler an excellent Ferspective o_ the prohl_m_ of man-machine
¢ela'_ionships relative to speech processing. These garagraphs are there-
,tore repeated in their entirety. It is our feeling that this are:, deserves
much attention in future research efforts.
D
"The accuracy and s_eed with which speech is perceived _nust
surely rank as one of its n'ost important _coperhes, To a_preciate how
remarkably good larguage is in "._s respe,:t, one ns¢d only try to find or
to Iabrica_e a set ef non-speech sounds that will _erve _. human being as
weil. Attemp_.s to do this in connection with reading m_-hines for the
blind, for example, have not been notable successful, and we know that
Morse code is relatively poor by comparison with sp,._ech, ._ven after
years of practice.
: "Because the sounds of speech are h_ghly distinctive -- that is,
absolutely and qnickly identifiable-- they are _.fgicientvehicles o.¢ infor_
marion transmission. But the distinctiveness of speech sounds is more
than a mittter of mere convenience and utility; it is, in fact, necessary
. iI a,la;_gu&ge as we know it is to exist, An obviou_ consideration is that
5-6
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a phonemic system requires by its v_ry rLature that the sound elen_ents
be identifiable in absolute terms. The phoneme /d/, fo-_ example, must
be perceived no*. merely as something which is _uore or less like /d/ than
the last sour.d heard, bat as /d/ itself. Nor does the graaw.mar of our
_,uuguage permit _hat this or any other phoneme be transformed into a
r,,u;.caily different perception according to the context in which it appears
Phoneme perception must oe absolute, or very nearly so, if language is
to bt. phonemic. W_ should note, tuo, that there is a soond psychological
reason why iat.guages are phonemic: a no;x-phonemic cede would present
difficulties for much the same reason, and to roughly the same extent,
that a syllabic or word ayste._l of writing and reading is more diffict_i_
than ore based on a_ alphabet.
"The requirement that. the phonemes be perceived quickly is,
perhaps, less obvious, but it i._ none the less real. If one tri,_s to unde:'-
stand language when it is read to him slowly, letter by painful letter, he
se_.g that the phonemes must come along _t a r_ther high rat,- else the
listener cannot orga:_ize them into morphemes, words, and _entences.
"Althoug]'. gpeecb, is highly dlztinctxve _.n human perception, -,o
r, tachine has y<d, c_een designed wF.ich finds xt so. Indeed, St may well
be true -.- and, "I" so, ironic -- Lha'_ machines witl have their greatest
difficulty with those very ph,.-xemes (e. g.: the stoo and nasal consonants)
which are .'or human beiegs most highl_ distSnctxve anrt _nich probab.'y
carry the heaviest lo_r', of infor_nation. There are of course, various
codes, all of them non-ling,txstic, which are ,ell received by a variety
of machines, but these work badly w,th h_-nan beings. That m_n and
machine are so different in this respect is not _ery remarkable. It merel r
indicate_ that there _s something p_yrhologically irx*eresting about the
efficiency of speech perception, and that we shall increase our under-
standing of language, and man, by it, qt:ixing into the conditions of dis-
tmctiveness and the perceptual mechanisms which und lie i_,. It klso
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emphasizes, ifemphasis were needed, that those who would design a
speech recog-'izer might somehow profit fron_ the s_--nekind o£ inquiry."
Next they ask What constitutes this distinctiveness. The first
point is that distinctiveness may not be .... "inherent in the acoustic
3peech signal, but is rather added as a consequence of linguisticexperi-
ence. More important, perhaps, it {the experimental evidence they use}
indicates that even with a considerable background of linguistic experience
on the part of the listener, the acoustic signal is distinctive only when,
bsing heard as a speech sound, it engages so,-nekind of speech perception
system. "
They go on to show that stop consonents are heazd absclutely and
st.ored as given phonemes. Moreover, the), indicate that this categorical
perception is a learned trait. Vowels, it appe,_..rs, are not perceived
D categorical but continuously, although phonemic distinctions like length
and tone may lead to distinctive interpretations. (Consider the earlier
discussion in Paragraph 5.2, Z which indicates that, articulatorily, one
atte_,nptsto arrive at a distinct position when saying a vowel although one
may never reach the particular position-goal. ) .kt _'_yrate, it is sug-
gested that perception is based on articulatory movement.s. Evidence Is
cited that indicates ".., the relationship between phoneme and articulation
is more nearly one-to-one than between phoneme and acoustic signal." /
Further, the articulat.orymovements are not the descriptions o_-articuo
latcry phonetics which a_'econcerned with changes in the voc&i tract
positions; rather they are related to the motor commands which initiate
these changes. To this end, _he report concludes with a discussion oi
possible experiments to be performed, and of,_tttdiespresently in process,
which will give clues to neural commands or to particular muscle action
potentiMs with which the cornm_nds can be associated.
_t_ 5 -8
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This important paper _ierives a r,ew approach to speech proces-
sing,- and the theory opens new avenues in a non-acoustic domain for the
pzoceasxng, perception, and communication of _peech signals,
0
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b, EXPERIMENTAL WORK CAR;_!EE OUT VNDER TIlE PROGRAM
,3. t Pr oce s _in_ M erc ur y__-_Dat a
6. ). I One of the most neglected aspects of modern linguistics has been
that of "idiolectical linguistics", i.e. , the study Jf speech patterns of in-
dive, duals rather than the generalized patterns of a linguistic community
or "dialect". Since it seems reasonable to assume that for voice com-
mu_.icattons to and fzorn a spacecraft we shall be interested in a small
number o5 known speakers, the study of h_di;,idual idiole,'ts could _,rove
_o be oi great value in designing voice communtcation sy_.tems aridspeech
processing techniques for space travel.. To this end, the officialNASA
transcript of the voice communications of Walter M. Schirra, Ir.'s MA-8
flightwas examined for general and idioIectic-_llinguisticinformation.
D ,5 I. 2 Schirra's voice communication was taken from the MA-8 space-
craft's onboard tape recording. This tape was manually tran_;cribed by
NASA into conventional me£sage, sentence, and worrt format _nd or{ho-
_.raphy. Our preliminary and nece_,sarily brief examinatS, on of the tran-
scribed text, asing manual data processing techniqacs, indicated that
valuable linguistic and psycholinguistic information could be gleaned from
the text. It was also apparent that the processing of the MA-8 voice data
could and should be mechanized for more economic and accurate render-
ing of the data.
6. I.3 One of our firsttasks was to obtain _some gross statisticsof the
message traffic. For example, keeping in mind always that we were not
doming directly with verbal units but rather with transcribed or semi-
processed speech, we calculated that Schirra and hi_ ground Commun'catc, ts,
in his six-orbitmission lasting some nine hours and twenty-three minutes,
uttered at least 30, 000 tre.nscribed "words. " This means that on the
averag_ a/most 55 "words" per minute were sent and received by Schirra.
,D
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Or to out it another way: assuming that the average speaking rate is
about 125 '%vords" per minute, almost half of Schirra's entire elapsed
tlme was spel1_ il_ sending and receiving voice communications. This was
ob_.iously his main activity ,,r,d took up n'_ost oi hl_ tlme a::d
energy. We also found that, on the average, messages consisted of
fifteen v, orls spread over Z. 3 sen*ence_ - or about seven words per
sentence. These and other similar statistics give us some feeling for
the size and limits of the _pace communication problem.
6. 1.4 We we_-e also able, in the all-too-brief time spent in examining
the transcript, to get some ideas concerning the possibility of gleaning
syntactic informat3on from data. For example, we rotic(:d that on oc-
casion, Sch.J.rra wouhl stop using personal pronouns. Va,= this a random
or free speech variable or cor.'elated to some physical event? Also,
what are the syntactic peculiarities of a man under stress? What syn-
.tacticpatterns are m.[sunderstood or not received? These and many
other questions need to be answered; many of them can be explored by a
more careful, controlled examination of the Mercury transcripts.
6. 1. 5 We were also concerned with the- problem of the transcription of
voice to printed [orm By comparing the actual tapes with the official
transcript, it was obvious that a faithful transliteration had taken place.
That is, from a :ommon-sense pc,-:nt of view, the written text was sub-
stantially what Schirra said in terms of gross meaning. However, the
non-_peech sounds he made were, for the most part, ignored (as they
rightly should have been for the purposes of transcription). A closer
or finer analysis of the tapes, and possibly a phonetic transcription,
might reveal more interestin_ data about hi_ overall psycholinguist{c
behavior. We have, for example, a rough estimate of the speed at which
_he messages are uttered. But _his is only an average per message. A
phonetic examination _f tb.- tapes themselves might reveal (as they did in
a curs.Jry inspection) staccato utterances in some places or more subtle
pauses, stma_rners, etc,, which were deliberately ignored by the tran-
scriber. These facts, when related with the other events of the flight
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and the pilot's physiological records, could be used to correlat, _guistic
with phyaical and psychological states. In fact, it seems to be feasible
to do _oz,e psychological processing of the astronaut by a careful exam-
ination of the linguistic __d paraliaguistic data not usually considered.
Theae and the other F_yntaccic and semantic aspects of idiolectical
lingaietics are fr,_itfL, l areas for future work. See Sectb_n 7.
D
D
6°3
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6.2 The Utilit_ of Lip-Reading
6.2.1 During the study program a brief investigation of lip motion sen-
sing was carried out. Standard references on lip sensing were consulted,
and a visit was made to the California School for the Deaf for =onsultat_on
with teachers and students.
6.2.2 Obviously, visual clues contribute to intelligibility in speech corn-
municatien. Consider figure 6-1, _'hichindicates words correct vs speech-
to-noise ratio and articulation index with and without visual clue_. The
figure which is derived from re!;erence 59 indicate_ the increment of in-
telligibiiity as a funcfion of signal-to-noise ratio. When this ratio is high,
the listener hears clearly and therefore cannot take advantage of the cues
given by lip reading; if this ratio is low, _he listener needs and use_ the
visual cues. The "totally deaf" obviously mus_. and do use "lip motion
sensing." This technique appears to be successf-zi to the limit of its in-
herent constraints. Certain sound groups cannot be differentiated by
visual clues (e. g. b dud p, d and.g), and others can only be sensed if a
visual clue as to the voiced-voiceless distinction _s avai!able {for example,
through seeing or even feeling laryngeal action). The diffsrentiations must
be made or. the baei. s of "context" or higher order constraints. The :e-
markable success 9ome dea,* peo_:le have ir_ c_,n-,prehemdon csn only be
explained by the maxvelous adaptive cowlpu_e: the)" h.a'.e and the evolu::on
of _atv, ral language processing in humans through the eon_ of ;.me,
6.2.3 This brings us to one of the.• k_e/ prcblems in speech processir 5 -
that of defining the statistical cont.raints and feeciback loopt we use to in-
terpret speech. This topic is discu_seclin s_ction 7. 7. There i_ _.vdor-
mati_n available on the ph_iolo,_ica 1. _evel which if _er_sed may provide
pattern dat_. for processing system_. _'or L_tance, the re-eat work of
Hillix 36 indicates that tot ,_ limi,'ed vocabulary at least, infortz:ation
provided by lip-mo*;ion sensir,_ .can be used toge*.her with a_ ousti,. _ata to
provide bett_r pro_:essing at'curs:y.
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6 3 P_tter:iTMatchJn _ of Sampi_3,t Speech
We carried out a bcief experlr_,e_tt in which we deter:nined speech
_ignal patterns _')rth_'_e different vo,vel sounds wi_h, twx) di{fex À  speakers
(three speakers in one case). Cross-correlation between patt,,r_s for the
s_.,lne vowel sound as spokert by di.ff_rent speakers w&_. a_ways above 0, 5.
Crose-correl_tio_ between pat*.er:_s _or dx!f¢,rent vow-el so_:nds, whether
spokenb t the same speaker or ,by di_feren_ speakers, w,as never above
0.12. This is des_-ribed in detail i_ pa_ragr,_ph 7.4.9.
0
iP •
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6.4 Two-DL-_ensional Patte:ns F,.-._un Speech Signals
6.4.1 As a _maIl part t.f our work, we d-toted a few hours to a repro
T
tition and e,cpar_sion of the experiments perfo_'med by G.W. Barton and
S.H. Barton and reported on in 13 December 1963 issue of Science
_7
Magazine
5.4. Z The experiment essentia.t/y consists cf driving an oscilloscope,
through a simple network, with speech signals in order to produce recog-
nizabie pictures from speech som_ds. The actual circuit , sed is shown
in Figure 6-2. Neglecting loading and stray capacitance, the R C ]e_ of
the network lags the C R leg of the aetwork by 90". Speech _;,put (sound
pressure from a single voice), whe played through a microohone inte
the circuat, produces a stable oscilloscope trace of sound pressure versus
_ derivative of Sound pressure. Pictures o; results from five subjects say-
B ing the same phonetic material _tre given in _he Scier:ce article. Some ofthe sounds are fairly constant an¢, _i-y recognVz-abie-,-e._pe_;_ _;,,_
£
vowels, but: censor, ants like th, _, z and mu are c_!t,_ _'ariable /rorrt subo
ject to subject. Moreover o_alyt,aopic,__-2-_of unvoiced sounds (f and s)
are presented in the Scieuce _rticle and these noisy sounds do not form
particularly significantpiccures.
6.4.3 The r_al object of our experimen_ was r.odeterm.me i.fconsonants,
which are much lees energetic and have less h'_rmo_ic content than vowel_,
could be usefttllydisplayed by this method and fu.'ther,to see ,_;re could
get vowel representations similar to tb,o_e )n the l_Jarton,:rticle. The
latter point was verified, and Figures 6-3 an q 6-4 are rep,'esentative '
line drawings made from pol_,r_id photographs of oscilloact_pe pic_ur_
for two vowels, e and ah. I-!cwever, we fotmd it impossible to _et dis-
plays of plosive consonants and certain other-unvpiced consonants. This
is not an unexpected result, as ithas been sho_,'_':¢hatthe vowe_ transition
:i, in many citses conta_insthe consonantal infozr_tlon and the techn_tque -
_' r
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Fisur_ 6-2. Oscilloscope Driving Circuit .... '-_
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tFigure 6-3
Line Drawir_g of Os_'flloscope Picture of Vowe!
t
Figure 6-4
Line Drawing of O_cilloscope Picture of Vowel ah
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used in this experiment cannot sense thi_. lhe technique is valid ,'rod
shrews some promise if'modifi,_d sufficientlyto rJrovide as the attthorsof
the Science articl.= state, . .... "a natural phonetic ajphabet w_,th which
one c_ ca1_ture nuances of pronunciation ..... '. The value of such an
Mphabel is obvious.
J
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7. NEW AVENUES FOR FUTURE _%'ORK
|
7. I General Considerations
7. 1, l We d_.voted a _uhstentia! !r&ttion _i our trial .tfurL [u a search
for new _ays of looking at the problem of speech processing in.general and
speech compression t,: particular. We have, we believe, turned up aeveral
appro_t-hes which aFpear to offer the posstbility of llnpr_,vet_en¢ in the state
of th. art. flAl of these are described in this section. L_efore embarking
on detailed discussions, however, we wisk to say somethit_g about o-r over°
ail vie'_ • of the problem.
7.1.2 We ieel that the limited problem of speech o;mpression (as opposed
to speech processing) can be consi¢ ered as the problem of minimizing the
transmission load re,_uired to trah: mit messages of a particular ciass
messages which are the electrica! e.quivalent of acoust_.c speech sLgnals. In
order to devise a way of cGc_.g suc_ messages _o as to minimize the t:.ans-|
tnission load requirel_ent, we faust have considerabl'e detailed knowledge
D about the mess_.ges themselves. We do not, howe_er, need to know anything
about where the messages come J_ro_n, how they are produced, or how they
are understood and interpreted.
-'-. Ir_ e:.fect, to devise a way o[ coding, we aeed to know as much as
possible about the electrical analogues of acoustic speech signals, but we
x don'_ need to know anything about sp,.ecb e_._ tie. Tili_ view of the proble-_
results in the first of our approache L which ill described in sub-section 7.2.
7. 1.3 When we look at the more general problem of speech processing,
we think ol_ speech as a sequence of :_pecialized sound patterns. Since we
• presutnably und,_*rstand speech by rc,,:ognizir:g th,sse patterns, the oo'¢ious
-- approach to speech processing i.stha _tef devising a machine which will be
able to carry ou_. the same recogn3.ticn process 'From a linguistic: stand-
point, tht:ba.¢Jc units of speech are phonemes. It seems reasonaole,
therefore, t,_start by trying to reef h;mize the prucess of phoneme recogni-
tion. It is not too surprising to discover that this is not an eas_r solutiom
D Phonr:n'.es to be the basic structural an.itsof We have_r6_ sure, _e_c2a.
.,_ 7.1
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qo guarantee, however, that the human nervou.._system processes speech by
) reccgnizing vhonemes. Even ifphonem_o, turn out to be the b._sicunits used
by the human speech processor, itis alwa'ys possibl_ t_,ata mechanical pro-
cessor may deal mors efficientlywith other units. It is a basic truth that
technology does no__t_p_rate i_o_t c_,_c,c,,_l_",vixenitcopies n_ure _ nobody
builds four=legged trRctors, and the ornithopter is z_otbingmore than _u
e._rodynamic curiosity. The proper _pproach, we suggest, is to iorget ali
&bout speech and look _o_"patterns in the electrical speech _ignals. This is
_he basis of the approach described in sub-section 7.3.
7.I.4 Our ns_t appro_.ch, described m sub-section 7.4, runs counter to •
everyth_.ng said ._.nt!e foregoing paragra_h --.it is a technique -_ormech_tniziRg
a phoneme recog4iz_r. We _nclude itbecause we think tha_ itoffers a good
chance /or a quick payoff. Ou_ rernxining approach, :l._scribedin sub-section
7.5, is an off-beat _p_roach to the problem of pattern recognition.
7.2 speech Compression as a Problem in Codin_
)
7.Z. I This approach to the problem is aimed primarily at speech com-
pression, to the exclus'_onof speech processing. It will, however, provide
a wealth of interesting data as a by-product. Briefiy, we propose to sample
and quantize speech signals, as outlined in Appendix _tc_*_.We now think of
a speech message as consisting of a stringer symbols, wh_.re the alphabet
of symbols is simply the set o£ numbers which describes the various quan-
tizing levels, Titus, the symbol string
143, 16_, 190, 340, 27_ -II (7-I) ,
might be interpreted to mean _hat successive samples of the _peech signal
had voltage levels of
1.4_, 1.62, 1,90, 3.40, 0.27, and-0. II volts (7-Z)
: 7._ 2 We start by determining the _tatisticsof speech mess&ges. Thus,
ifPi is the relative frequency of occurrence of the joth symbol (the symbol
which# indicates that _ sample of the speech signM,, after quantising, was at
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i the j-th voltage l_vel), we can calculate a value for "be infor,natlo_ cvntent
of speech, neglecting the intersymbol constraints, by using the usual relation
(7-3)
where H is the informatic.n contents in h :s/symbol and the subscript indi-
cates that we have neglected the intersymbol ¢cnstraints by considering
the symbols separately. Similarly, x_e can calculate
i 5klog 5k (7-4,5 :zj
etc., where 1_ikl, for example, is the probabilit_ oi occurrence of the
tr!ple.t consisting of the j-th, k.._.h, and l-c}" symbols (in that order) and
the subscript on H _ndicates, in equation (7-S). that we have considered
intersymbol constraints over groups of 3 symbols.
7, Z.3 Using these data, we can attempt to verify some of the heuristic
conclusions sc.t forth in sub-section 2.2. above. Suppose that we sample
at a rate of R samples/second and quantize to a total o _"[,,,.vels. the bit-
rate for unprocessed speech ,s then
R log!L, bits/second (7-¢}
The information tale, considering intersymbbl constraints over b!ocks of
n symbols, is RI%. The limiting conxpression ratlo _vaxlable by optimum
coding of blocks of n symbols is thm_
R IoszL Io_zL
Cn = RH " = _q" (7.-7)
n n
Further, sillce n s''mbols are gener_%ed in a time n/It, v.e can define
c(r) = (7-8)
T = nlR
7-_
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where C('; is the limiting co;npressic, r_ ratio available through optlr_u_,x
coding with a process{.ng time 1".
7.2.4 An interesting series of experiments would be the determination
ofRH n (for large n) for various values oi R and L. This would _ive us so:.,e
idea of the penalty incurred by narrow-banding (reduct_.on of K) and coarse
guantizing (reduction of L). Comparm_ "hese data with the results of listen-
ing tests, we would be able to decide whetl.er or not the human spe_ h pro-
cessor uses all of the information available to hire. It is possibl, Lor
example, that narrow-banding starts to reduce mforn_ation conten_ before
the ear can detect any difference. Should m:h':s be the case, we would con-
clude that the high°frequency portion of the, speech signal might well con-
tain information that would be useful to a p_echanized speech processor
even though it is useless to the human listener.
7.2.5 Aside from the utility of this approach, in terms of generating
interesting data, it might tell us enough about the statistics of natural
speech ',from the information-theoretic viewpolnc) tc enable us to devise a
low-r,edundancy code. Speech compret_si,m_ could then be achieved by simply
translating from the "natural" code to lye new one. Decompression, or
synthesis, involves nothing :"ore than it.verse translation followed by
digital-to-analogue conversion in order to reproduce the original sampled-
and-qu_ntized s,_eech signal. Th_s, in turn, need only be p_ssed through
_,low-pass filterin order to recover the original signal (e.,_corr.tpted by
quantizing noise). This approach, should itbe 'successful, wouJd therefoxe
eliminate aP- of the problems ef spee:h ana:ysis and speech synthesis asso-
ciated with the more ambitious spe,_.chro_.s_ approach.
7.2.6 The hardware required for this approach is quite s_.raight-forward
and involves no_hing more _h_n ta_, recording ecluip_-nent,sampling circ,.itry,
pulse-height analysis circ_:Atry,and some low-.speed logic circuitry.
7.5 A Techniqt_e for _iscovering Patterns in Speech Signals
7.3.1 While the first approach, sub-section 7._, considers the speech
processingI_roblem as o_,eof coding,, this appt_:,ch considers itas a
i
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D decodinl_ problem. Startin8 as be".'cre widi sampled quaotized sFeech, we
conside_ a speech message as a string o! symbols 2%.where each symbol
.- J
represents a particular voltage level. We no_ suppose :hat there exists a
s,;t of _n_Dr.rosymbol__ _. where a partlcu_ar B)_ consists of a striiJg of
sv'_,_bo_s A.. Thus, ior example.J
"hIA439"%
BZ = AIzA_A_IAI4 (7-9)
'2to.
We set ourselves the probl,m of discovering t/_.esuper-symbols B. Hope-
r
fully, the number of ._uper-syxnbols actually used is less than the totality of
super-symbols possible, and we can achieve compression by coding the
: speech meszage as a string of supe:-sTrobols. Further compression will,
of court.e, be possible through a rnodifled coding to elirr_.nate redundancy
if the super-symbols do not appear witb equal frequency. The merit of this
ap._,:oa,:h lies ira. the possibility tha_ we can uh,:mately construct a device
fox recog_,zing super-symbols, thus _aking a large step_ forward in solving
D the man-machine .communication problem..
7. J. Z We infer the existence of super -symbols. or patterns in the speech
sxgnal, from the fact that speech souoas _.'c a relative,), small sub-set of the
set of all _ssible soun6... Speech," for example, does not i_,v._Ive _ny sus-
tained pure sine-w._.ves.
7._.3 The.re are a number of ways of searching for super-symbols, but
:b- a d®scyiption of ond way will suffice. Let us consider a particular s_'muoly '_ - .
6" This n-,ay appear at the beginning of a super-symbol, Within a super-
symbol, or .-,%the sad o._a super-symbol. Let us suppose that _ appears at
a particular location, say _s the tenth symbol, in a particular super*symbol.
&
There is a certair, symbol pattern (of A's) to the left of A_. and another £o the
,f
right. When _ appears at anobher ]_cation, say the thirtieth symbol in the
_ame m_per-symbol, or at some point in another super-symbot, it is accom-
panied by different symbol _atterns on its rieht an_ on its left. Roughly
_' |pe_kine_ if 6 app_._rs at son, e number of different internal locations in
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the set oi :uper-symbots, the number of diffcreht Fatterns on the left of A.J
should be thz same as the number of different patterns on _ts right
If we. (.onsider onl,: those cases in which A is the last symbol in aJ
super-sy_,bol, the number of patterr._to the leitof A is, at most, just theJ
number of Ciffe_ent super-symbols which end ix'.A. The number of patternsJ
on the right of _0 aowevex, is very nea:-lyequal to the total number of
_,'_perosymbol s.
$i_iLlarly, if A appears at the h_._inningot a super-symbol, _be
number of different patterns on i_s right (the number of super-symbols
starting,with _j is less than the number of different pc'terns on its left(the
total number of super-_ymbols).
7.3.4 We now initiateour search for super-symbols (F_.t_erns)Lu the
following way_
a. We compute a sot of probabilities _, whereP is the proba-
bilityof occurrence of the symbol A.J
b. We next compute the set of joint probabilities Pjk' where
l_k is the probabihty of occurrence of the symbol pair
%.
c. We next compute the sums
j 1o82 (7-10)
.._Pjklogz. 5k (7,-11) ._4
k Pkjl°g2ekj (7-1z)
d. We now compute
I k
_ .5"
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If there are no constraints between A. and the followingJ
and ec "ation {7-i 3) reduces to
-X &log,"k _7-__k "
If, at the other extreme, there is complete constraint so that
is _l,,vays followed by, say, Ar, then
5k - P,'ifk=r
" ! (7-16)
aniJequ_tion(7-13} reduces to zero. _2xpresslon (7-13) is
therefore a measure of the freedom fron-t constraint on the
symbol foXlowing _
e. Similarly, we _:omput.e
j k
which is a m,asure of the freedom-from constraint on the
symbol preceding Aj.
f. Finally, we take the ratio
y-
, ---- (7-18)q
and _xamine this for various _talues of j. A high ratio indi-
cates low conJtra.int to tnt_ i_'_ a.t a and high constra_v.t to
the right. Hence we suspect that 5 appears at _.he start o_ a
super-pyrnbol.
If this procedure does not yield, a good c_ndid_te _, we try again
with t._e most likely candidates _, forming the ratio (fOr th,_ likely values
of J)
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! | t.J
(7-i9}
l°g21_ "_ _ Pkljl°g2Pklj
7.3. S . H_,ving found a likely candidate /_ for the start of a supe_.:symbol.
we next examine doublets AA k to find out which ones lie at the beginr_ingof
a super-symbol starting with A. and which on_s lie withir_super-symbols.J
To do this, we calculate the ratio
_ _,_ _o__l°gz_k _ I _7-20_
_o_-_)L %__o_%_jk l
which gives us _A k as the start of a super-sy'_nbol _fthe ratio is high. A_
before, if the ratiok(7-20) does not enable us tc choose Ak, we ,_sethe ratio
_ _ _o__
_o_ ._;_ (7-zi)
1 _ Plmjkl°g2Pl_jk
The process is continued in the same way. The end of a super-symbol is
signalled by a relaxation of constraints, so that there is no obvious ne)_t
symbol to add zo the pattern, or by a simple repetition of the pat6¢:rn (indi-
cating that the super-symbol is repeated).
7.3.6 Having found a set of super-symbols, we next attempt to derive
an even more basic set _f symbols by IookinZ for 'familiesof super-symbols
which differ Only, say, in the amplitude of _:he o_-aginal speech signals from
which they ai'e derived. The speech message can then be coded as a string
o c b_sic super-symbolm, each with an approp_'ia_e modffling symbol attacl, ed
to it. We x_'ould hope, _n the end, to have a set of machine-recosnizable sub-
phonemes which, together wi_h amplitude and pitch modi£iers, would represent
natural speech with no loss in quality. {The durat$on of a phonmn_ will be
I
._) signalled by the number of times the .ppropl'!ate sub-phoneme i. rep_te.ci. }
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7.4 A Technique /or Instrumenting a Phone_n_*- Rcco[[nizer|
7.4. I Our next approacl-,is based on the as_arnption that the basic speech
units recognized by a processor can be the s._me as the wave forms which,
whel__repeated, forn-1the phonemes used by linguists to describe speech.
7.4.2 The speech signal is first_z.nd-limited, adjusted in level by a
slow AGC circuit, and clipped in order to avoid excessively high peaks in
either:_iirection. This pre-condi_oned speech signal is now fed to a level$
extractor, which determines the short-term level for the purpose of obtaining
information about accent. This can be as simple as a rectifierfollowed by
a low-pass filter. The short :term level signal is satopled at a suitable rate,
quantized, and transmitted along v,-ithother information, At the same _.ime,
the preocondition_d speech is sent to a pitch extractor. Here the speech
is low-_pa_sed anki tb_n infinitely clipped, and a sync pulse (appearing once
in each pitch period) is derived, say, from the positive-going zero crossings
of the clipped Is_eech. The output of a voltage-controlled oscillator is divided
"_y some suit_ole number (say 128) in standard e-ounter circuits, and the
appropriate sub-mul_iple of the oscillator output (the 128-th, for example}
is :rnatche,_i to the sync pulse by standard techniques. The oscillator fre-
quer_cy is thereby locked to some harmonic of basic pitch frequency. The
0scillawr control voltage is s_mpled at an appropriate race to obtaia pitch
|
infor_nation. The s_.mples are quantized aud the sign_Js a.'e transmitted
alor.gw_.ththe short-terr.nlevel signals and -,hephoner,,:eidentificationsig-
"_ nsi_. Whe._ there is no discernible pitch frequency, the oscillator reverts
_i_ t._some preset standard frequency.
7.4, 2 The voitat_e-c_ntrolledoscillator is now used to produce sampling
" p_11ses at, for example, 128 time_ the basic pitch frequency, _r at _a_,_e
fixed rate if no pitch frequency'can be determined. At eae. _. sampling point,
the polarity of the speech signal is determined ;,,ta a corresponding binary
e_gnal (for example, a one for plus _-.,_ a Zero /or minus) is read into a
shift register. A_ each :lac pttlse, the shift register is dumped, providing
a 128-bit =_':_ which describes the speech t_ignal over the most recent 0_am-
Ik pz_ng period, By this technique, the speech _ignal is converted to a string
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of symbols, one symbol being ge,=erated daring _.ach pitch period, each
symbol consisting of a 1ZS-bi!. word.
7 4.3 The 128-bit _,.._ca m2.,., be clocked into a high-speed shift register,
Alternatively, the one-zero L-_t-stre_,m m__y be converted into _ sequence
of positi,,¢ (for one) and negative (for zero}_-pulses and sent to an analogue
delay" lin,_. In either case, when the shift register or the line is full we
have 128 b;,ts available in parzllel for cross-correlation against a set of
reference, patterns. In the anal, ague delay-line case, which is perhaps
simpler to mechanize, the 1i:8 positive or negative voltages ar,_ sumn:ed
with or without sign reversaU We thus have
j ,
whe-r_d,-_or example, t_ is plus or minas one volt according to the sign of the _
j-th pulse, and W.is_p!uS or minus one accordgng to the wiring of the
coupling network from the j-tii t_p to the s,lmming circuit. We have, in
• effect., a cross-correlation betx_een the train of 128 pulses and the s _'_.oz ; "
3.28 weighting factors. _-
7.4.4 The outputs of th_ delay line tap_ --refad, in parallel, to ers_._o_
correlators, one for each sub-pb_:,eme pattern. Each correl&tor, of course_
h_t_//_sown weighting ne*'.,orkbetween itand the delay line. The correlator
Outposts ar_. smr,:,,ned, and a pattern selector examines the outputs _,t appro-
,A¢.
pziat_ ".,_erval#, selects the highest output, and transmits a string of digits
to indicate which/of the correlators shows th_ highest output, ._,
7.4.5 The _yatem output is, then, a string of symbols, each standing '_ _'
for a particula,- pattern which, wherL r_pcated, forms a particular phoneme,
Interleaved with this string, we send level and pitch information.
7.4..6 At the receivmr, we score a set of 128-bit worcls (one for egc h
pattern) in a core memory, We use the pitch information to control an o_- ,_ ,
clUster like the one in the transmitter, AI each sync pulse, we note th_
most recemtly received pattern identi£ier and shift the appropriate word
:1
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from the core to a shiftregister. We then clock this word out oPtbe shilt
register at, for example, the 128-th _t_rmonic of the oscillator. The result
is a string of 128 positive or negative pulses, equally spaced over a single
; pitch period and making _he best possible rnatctl(within the limited number
of p_-ttern-ident_fyingcorrelators) with the train of pulses which was fed to
the correlation matrix in the processor.
7.4.7 The output pulse train can be converted to clipped speech by low-
pass filtering. A£ter compensation for th_ filtercharacteristics, it is then
- modulated by the short-term level signaI.
7.4.8 This scheme has the great meri_ that the synthesizer matrix is
_ identical with the a_ualyzer matrix. That is, the words stored in the syn-
thesizer core are identicalwith the_weighting functions used in the analyzer(
correlators, Farther, each elet_en_ in the analyzer matrix is either plus
one or minus one, Which allows easy experimentation with slightly-
_. modified phoneme patterns. Clearly, the patterns can be adjusted, if
D ' necessary, for a compromise between best phoneme recognition and best
reproduction.
"--._ 7.4.9 The following experiment was carried out usivg this technique,
_ but using only 16 s_.mple points in ,,.achpitch period. The vowel sounds _,
_i_. • (as in boat), _ (as in boot), and e (as in feet} were spokel_ by two different
_,_ people (three for e)i and the best-n_atch cerretation patterns _,'ere
_ determined, These are given in Table.7-I
•,!_' Table 7-I
?: Best-l_._tch Co_'relation P_tterns
_' Subject I
_'_'L
i
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Table 7.1 (Ccnt)
Subject 2
_3 4 + - + + - + +- * + - *
Subject 3
The resulting patterns were then cross-correlated, 7ieldmg the resalts
given in Table 7-2.
Table 7-Z
Crosb-Correiated Patterns
i r ii i / ...- i i ,i i. i v r i
_I 1 1.00 0.50 1 -.12 '-.12 0 -.25 0I I
_2 10.50 1.00! l€ +.120 -.25 0
I.. ....... .I r" ....... "I
_I " -.12 +.12 i 1.00 1._0 ! +.12 -.12 +.)2
I I
_2_ -:.iz ..lZ Ll.OO t.,_oj ..12 .,_ ..lZ
F-oo......T.;l
l el 0 0 +.12 +.i2 O.50
i I
e2 -. 25 -. 25 -. 12 -. 12 I O.50 i. O0 0.-75 1I I
;_ o o +.12 .._,_ LO.7.:t___----°'752:2o_I,
Note: Dotted squares include the Cro,,_-correlation values for the
same phonemes _poken by d,e various individuals. Values
outside the squareu _are the cross-.correlation values for
di(ferent phoneme s.
l
i
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Those crG_s-correlations -...hici_ ought to be high (cross-cor.'el_t_.Jn. _,
t be_.ween pttterns Ier the same phoneme as spoken by different p,_.op!e) are
all above +0.50. Those which ought to be low (cros,_-correlarion between
different phonemes) are all be.ow +0.12.
7.5 The Uee of Optical Correlation for Pattern Recognition
7.5.1 If w_ instrument some sort of a ,_ross-correlatc, r which is able to
recognize a specific pattern (in the time-varying speech signal) when it
appears at some standard level, we have no particul_.r_rouble in recog-
nixing it at any other level. A change in sign,_ll_.v_lchanges the outputs o,
of all the cross-correlation, but the_highest output stillal_pears at the
proper place. Pitch variation_ however, roses a r,_.ore complicated prob-
lem, because each of the paLterns undergoes a charge in scale along the
time axis when the basic speech frequenc_ is alte•red. _h;.sproblem is met
by the pitch extractor and variable-rate sampler in one oi the approaches
described in sub-section 7.4. We _ox_ o_fer an aite:.nativewhich _.s,we
think, limpler.D
7.5.2 Briefly, we make ase of optical cros_-correlato,'s, which we will
describe, to identify patterns in the short-term power spec'.rum of the
apeech signal. If the spectrum is properly displayed at the correlator
input, a change in basic Fitch results in a d_cement of the pattern,
rather than a change in scale, aud a si_,glecross-co,relator can recog-
nize a patter:1even when the basic pitch is changed. The same cross-
correiator also _xtracts pitch information.
7, 5..] Suppose that _ one-dimensional inteusity patte: _ i._displayed (on a
cathode _ay tube, for example) and viewed by a photosensor through a
reference transparency which duplicates the pattern (being clear where the
intensity pattern is bright, and opaque where the p.ttternis dark). We have
the situation showy Jn Figure 7-I. The brightne'_s st a is multiplied by the
tranlmissiviZy at a_, the brighrness at b i_ multLpii,_dby the transmissivity
at b', and the total amount of light fa!lingon the Oet,_:ctor_s ,imply the
cross-correlation (un_normalized) ol the intensityp,_ttternwith the reference
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Figure 7-1, Crosa-Correla'tion of Intensity
Pattern with Reference Tran._parencv
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transparency. In the plane of the detector, we will have a bright _pot indi-
cating a l',igh cross-correlation. Suppose, now, that the pattern is shifted
to the left. The correlation spot, as can be seen byinspectin_.he -qgure,
will move to the right.
7.5,4 If the pattern is based on a short.-term power spectrum, wit:'L inten-
sityprop.,rtional to power level at each frequency, and if distam:e along the
pattern is proportional to the logarithm of freque,_cy, tt_er, a change in ba_,_c :
pitch merely shifts the pattvrn to the right or left. A set of detector_,,
all using the same re.:erence transparency, can then recognize the p_ttern
whenever it appears _hatever the basic pitch ?eriod) and_ can simu_zao
neously e_tract pitch ix_formation.
7.5.5 In the s_stem we propose, the speech signal is {irat preconditioned
(oand-limited, level-adjusted, and peak-clipped, as described xn paragraph
7.4.2}. It then goes to a _ilterbank, and the output of earn filteris _:sed to
light a neon lamp. The set oi lamps displays the short-term power spec-
trum. Simultaneously, a level-extractor, determines the short-term speech
level. The set of lamps is viewed, thro_._.:_a a. _.I,g:.e _zet o_ reference transo
paren¢ies {one for each spectrum pattern) by a tv'o-dimens_onal array of
photosen_ors. Apattern identifier ,ircuit now select_ the photo,,ensor
he, ring the highest outpxlt. At t_e receiver, a broad-band _;ource feeds a
similar filter bank. After some smoothing, the pattern idcatif_:-: ,.ignal,
•_h':_.h includes pitch information, controls modulators at the fxlte.- r_ut-
puts. The rn_d_lalor outputs ace summed and aga:.n n._2u_ed ae. ,:,died
for oy the smoothed short-ter_ le¢cl Jignal. The result sho_,,J _ natural
speech,
7.5.6 The source at.t_e receiving e_d :_-_,,be eith,_-r,_.."_.:_:,dicsource
rich in harmvnics or a white noise source, It n-:_ybe _,:_',._..t_geousto fol-
low vocoder practice and have several source_ availabi_ awitch_ng from
one to anothex as requized for a particular pattern. The number of ,ilter_
required will not be excessive. Fifty filters, each having a ba_d-,_idth
equal to 10_ o,_ its center frequency (a Q oi 10), will cover a range from
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about 80 cpB to about 10,500, which exceeds what we specified for "excellent"
speech (paragraph 2.2.2). With a Q o; 7, fewer than 35 filters are required.
7 5.7 Aside from uncert=_nty in the fi}ter confi_,ur".tion, thi_' approach
is straightforward and well withil_ die sto_e ef present hardware ar_. As
a preliminary experiment, we would cons}_ruct a p_.ir f filter banks to
determine a suitable confJguration. _-_ach .filter lrL the anal/zer bank would
be followed by a rectifier and smoothing circuit. The output of each channel
would then be used directly to modulate the output of tk_e correspondir_,g filter
in the synthesizer bank. The success of this experiment would demonstrate
the capability of the system to reproduce uatural spe.cch (without com-
_gression), Fellowing this, the patteru recognition p'_rtlcns could be buxlt
and suitable patterns could be discovered on a trial and error basis. Note
t._at further refinement would b_ possible (affording f_zrther compressi_,n)
b_, appropriate coding of the pattern identification signals, or by the use of
super-symbols to describe strings of patzern identificat_.on signals.
7 5.8 The optical cross-correlation technique is easily extended to two-
dinaensional patterus, using a two-dimensional display and t, "q-dimensional
reference transparencies. This approach might provide a useful way of
ide:atifying transitional patterns which appear between sustained speech
sounds and which will appear as patterns having relatively short
persistence.
Anofl_er possible apFiication of two-dimensional pattern matching
is in the ideutification of the patterns described in sub-section 6.4.
7.6 Non-Acoustical Constraints on the Processing of Phonological
Data
7.6.1 Often in the enco,2,ng, ansmitting, and decoding of phonological
data by electronic-mech_rfical means, linguistic information is lost or
seriously distorted. At d'.isstage in the history of linguistic research, it
"')
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_s ,_ort _', ¢ons:der::_._: ._hether r,on-ac:Justi¢:, or rather non-pt_.onen_ic, con-
strai:t_.s _an aid in tbc processe.: of: (a) _erl_ying our culrent interpreta-
t.on o_ a pie(c_- of phono_.cgical data, (b) predicttt_g some phonetic feature,
and {¢) recons!ruct:ng obliterated data.
There are a_ ieast three ,-lasses of r.on-phoncmic constraints that,
to .,.nine degree or other, affect the quality of the analysis, the interpreta-
txon, and _he syr.thesis of phonologlcal data. The.,,e classes are. (_) the
statlsti_.al cot_.st=aints of the l;-ngv:.stlc codes. (b) the so-called paralin-
guzstlc const:.._in'._, ano (c} the higher level, supra-phonel.nic, l;ngui_tic
constraints.
7._,.Z It i, believed by n-ost _tudents of lan;uzge, whether the language
is in the wr:..tten or verbal form,, that natural l_::guages are to sornc extent
regular; that is, that they follow certain prcd:ctable patterns ;.n their con-
catenation of sounds, in the structure of their morphemes in the rules of
their synt;_x, etc. However, language being a human instit.ution, alac,
follows very complicated rules which are often difficult to perceive (as
D 2500 y'_-ars of unfulfilled gran-tn_.aticai research and scholarsb._p suggests).
Within the iast hundred years, linguists and othexs interested in language
(cryptographers, psychologists, engi,ac_ers, etc.) have sought more fortnal
methods for dealing w;th the "irregularities" wit_:-n the regular system.
7.6.3 rite most successful ;,;v__.al method to date has been the applic.a-
ticn of statistical techr, iques to language strnctures. New statistical methods
ap.d techniques, pit,. the digital computer, offer promise that sign,'fit'ant
headway tan be made in '_nts area of lingut_,'tic lesearch. Furthermore,
there is a growi_lg interest m the _tatistics of individua_'idiolects (or
personal spc,:ch habits) as contr_t_ted with the abstract pattern.s of a dialect
or speech cc, mmunity. For example, it might be more etortomical or more
,. efficient to tailor a space communic_.tinn sy._tem to one or a few individual
astronautt;. I_ this way, the individu._,l pecularities of id'.olectical speech
patterns could be taken into consider;,tton ratixer than being dis_.rded as
they usually e._e when a systeux: ;:: designed for general use,
}
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v. 6.4 To be of any practical use, statistical information about language
structures must be juxtapesed against some ._tantlard or norm. Information
about i_dividual speech habits is usef_ll onl r if contraste:[ with general ex-
pect,_tions aboet the "code" characteristic_ ,if a language. Also, a certain
arrangerc, e,_t ol ._ylo.v,,,_ t_ _redi_table or "z_urrna'." ,_nly i{ detailed '._ow-
ledge about "no;'mal" pattern_ is av',ildble. Thus, it becomes necessary
that we continue to acquire i_:formation ancl statistical data about dialec-
tica].l_.nguistic behavior: that is, tangua#_e patterns of the community. At
;..
the san..e time it is obvic.d:_ that ir_divid_.tal '_peech patterns are essential to
the design of _.pecially txilored communications systems. T_e extra cost
of a "custom" _:rste_n would probably be off-set by overall improvement in
the efficiency and r_-liability ol ,_uch a s)stem.
Things that should be investigated, then, are the techniques and
any special formal.;sms that might, be needed to examine and properly
" recor¢lhighly detailed, persunal speech patterns. In addition, the speech
habits of an :n¢lividual subject sho.ald be .-'xamined v.nder various "normal _''
and "abnorrr,.al" states. For e_ample, it is reasonable t_, _ssurne th.3t the
lung',rage of a person will reflect his physical and psychological _'._tes since
his language structures are bou_-,d up with his overall behavior patter_ and
may b,_. the most sens!,tive indicators ol how he '_feel. _'' _ or what he think._
or fears. Knowing, t'or example, that an individual p_lot or -_z,tronaut
distorts his regular sentence syntax in certain ways might indicate that he
has certain fears before, t_e expresses them overtly.
7.6, 5 A knowledge _f non-phonemic constraint may be of great assis-
tance in aiding a speech processing dewce to reso]v? "difficu1_" decisions
as it carriesout its task of speech-unit recognition. To the extent that
the processor i_ tailored to a particular person,, or to a small group of
people, the value of such assistance v,511be 'increased. In addition, a
knowledge of such constraints wili supply us with para-linguistic informa-
tion to supplement what is available from physical sensors. A stt_dyof
such constraints, and of their statisticsmight well start with a detailed
examination of tapos £rom the various Mercuryflights.
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7.7 . :._n-_..vel Linguistic Constraints
7.7. i There is a reiat;.vely safe, explored area of language stv_y ,a..hi_h
lies between the rocks of phon_l.o,,';, idlolect_¢al linguistics, and acoustical
physics, and the whirlpools of papa!inSUlar.its and pragmati_ s. This is the
traditional portion of linguistics which includes _orpholo_'y, s<ntax, and
som_: aspects of semantics. It is _n these areas that mode_nlinguistics
has rr, ade Lhe greatest headway. It _s also in these areas we c_r, expect to
obtain lu_ficien'_dat_"for constructi21g special _ets of constraints which will
aid i.nthe process of mechanically analyzing, v_rifying, and synthe,_izir_g
trat_smitted voice ove¢ !o_;_distances. Naturally, there is stilln_uch we
need to _,ow about the structures el morphology, syntax, and aemantics
in Engi'.sh: ,_specially in light of the singular problems _'hich will attend
deep-apace voice communic:_tion_.
7.7.2 A knowledge of such constraints will be of the utmost importance
as soon as effective speech compression is achieved at compression r_tios
D near the theoretical limit. Irtthe limiting ¢_se, the compressed speech i_
stripped of a]I_ _:,_ _._rl f all) redundancy at the speech-unit level (what-
ever apeech-units are us_:_, t. Accordingly, a system using su:h compressed
speech has no way of copin_ witk addxt;ve _oise at the speech-.mit level,
just as a teletype system has no way of coping _dth noise at the single-
symbol (letter)levtl. In both cases, the system will rnal_ean error in the
presence 0f excessive noise and w£il deli'.'_ran erroneous output. In the
teletype case, errors are correct__d by us_nI_ , a knov_dge of the i_,ter-
symbol co_straints (a knowledge of spel_,ing). A knowteC-_c ef _'_.g_,z-lc":_
linguistic constraints w_il serve the sa,_ purpose in correcting errors in
the output of a low-redundancy ,speech trausmission system.
7.7.3 _al C_ns_.r_aints- Morph-_Ic.gy can be characterized a_
the study of the [ormatton el mintn_a| meaning units. We usually tbink of
two ginds of morphemes: bound and free. In t_.ditionalterm_ the _._and
morpheme_ are called "affi_e_"; zhc ft-_; n_orphc.'ncg a z_ c_.!_d '_stams"'.
t
The combiniug of the various morphen_ _nto wor<_ Io1.1owa very strL_: _md
D fairly well_.known rules. The forrnatio_ of plurals of nouns in.F_,_g]ish, for
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c_ample, is an automatic process i,_ both ti,e spoke_: and written language '.
Exluding tile _'ozen or so excc.ptiol:s, v.e simply a:o ; .s) to the wrltteat iorm
of an E.:__glish noun to make it plural. In the :-.'voken language v,e add one of
three aifixes (-z), (-s), (.izl. T!_.c ¢,;c.-:_ eft_e p:-:;.,_-r one depend_ in arx in-
variant way on the final so.nd oi ti_e singular ".can we are to plurallze.
Sirr:il..¢ suv-h rules are part of the proces._ for build,ng co_o_ound words,
participles, @erb=-} q: ar:d '.T_a.,_yother v.'ord classes.
We will be able to take advantage o*_ .'his regularit7 ;.q cov-structing
our set of constraints for pro_:essing language on th," word or minimal seg-
ment level. For the purposes at hand, theie ts also much we would :ike to
knowabo'_t dastiuctive d;graphs ar,d ;r1'graphs and their relation to the
affixes of English. This i* an area wrcih :;traddies both E-_ghsh .=tattstxcs
and Engli.=h morphology. By establisa:.ng set_ of rules about word fo_'mation
we w'il be able to reconstruct garbled word endings and even garbled stex_n_
if syntactic constraints are also available to the synthesizer. For example,
knowing the grarc, rr:atical function of a word we wil_ be able to :hake a rea-
sonable gu6ss about {ts obli:erated sections. This is obvious in the
8el_rence:
He. :s go_ _ --to the market.
where the obliterated word must be tlm present par*iciple, and the affix
for the present participle in F_.ngiish is invariably (-ing).
It is inevitable, in such special communicatiot:s s_,stems as we
envisage, that there will also be problems of special languages or cant.
Thatis, the nature cf the intor_:.'-'tion to be discucsed lends itself to the
formation of special words, special phrases, and maybe even a special
syntax=. This _s natural in any specialized professional jargon. We must
then i_.- prepared to deal in our statistics and our rules of morpholeg_: with
problems of cant or jargon. This will add more complexity to our h--,.t,"
morphological c¢,._traints, but it cannot he _,voitl_d if we are to develop a
:_listic and workable system. Thus, we must continue to seek out the
rules u_ ¢tRnd_rd word forn,ation in English, and in a_dition make allt.w-
ances for sped-is1constructions of cant.
j •
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7.7_4 Syntactic Constraints - As was oLvious from the discussion of
i mc,rphol_.gicalconstraints, _here is no clear-c'at distinction between mor-
phology, syntax, semantics, or even phonolc,gy These academic or pe_--
gog;ca! classifications arc useful ,2alyin teaching elementary concepts cx-.
l'.nguist!_sor in dividin_ up the lii-,$_ibticlabel ,_. _,{oreoften than not,
they"cloud the reality that language is a complex s:ste,n, with each of its
"parts" intecdependent on t._ others. Nevertheless, w,. will discuss _yn-
tactic constxaints as if _ney were independent o.'. the rest o: language.
In _ng_ish the role of syntax, that i:,, morpheme or word o_Aer_r.$
• in the speech strcan_, is much more important than in other, h ghly ino
fiected languages, in (act, itwas only recent y .'.hatlanguage scholars have
acknowledged tb.een_rm,_us richr.ess of English syntax or grammar. This
area of language could yie,_dmany useful pieces c,fdat_.with which _'e could
construct powerful co_straints, but much work remains to be d_ne,
expecially in the field of perscnal or idio!ectical syntax. "
One of the places one might start in discovering use_,l constraints
for oar special speech problems v-o_dd be _ the sentence types _nd their
variations. Itis recognized that there are only abou_ a a'_.:enbasic sen-
tence forms. The n_oF.t co,ninon is:
I. Sub_:ect - verb - direct object
The man hit the b_dl.
Another is:
2. Subject - to be - adjective
The. glrl is happy.
Ther_ are, howe-ler, many variations tc these basic t_es. By ac_din_
rnodifiers to the z_ouns, verbs, and to the sentence as a whole, these basic
ty_es can be extended almost infiv.;tely.The basic _,_n_en,'estructure.
however, is usually easily recognized h" spite of the variations. There
are also transformations one can perform o _ the_e basic *ypes to vield
different variation_ _or interrogatio,_s, inperatives, passive constructions,
'- etc. For exarnple0 sentenc._ I. can easily be converte._i into a quc_.tion by
D adding "did" and changing the _ntonation of the spoken sentence:Did _he man hit the ball?
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We can,_:_c put Sentence 1 it, the paso, ire voice by _ _;mpte transformation:
The ball -,_as hit by the man.
Discovering these basic sentence types and their variations and transfor-
mations has been the object of much work in the last few years.
This work should make constructing syntactic constrain:_ a rea-
listicundertaking. One -,_,,uldhopetotake advantage .ofthis work and modify
itfor the _pecial pr0blem_,, of space communications. Fur example, in
c.ar examination of the voice exchanges bet,_een Walter 5hir:'a, Jr. in
I,IA-8 _nd hit ground com_nunicators, we noticed many deviations fro_,n
the standard syntactic patterns. Are these-accepted tr_nslorn_ations upon
the basic sentence types or are they abnormalities that relict, a linguistic
"mistake" of ax_idiolecticalform? M_yb¢ neither case is trae. it i_.pos-
sible that pilot and astrcn_ut _.onversations would create special, but,
under the circ._.'_stancespredictable /or*ms. These would have to be dis-
covered and codified in a thorough description ol the sentence norms. "
Within the sentence types themsel',,es, one may find invariant
substructur_.s in th_ pi_rases. There are classes of words in Engl_-sh that
are ve:y im lort_,ntin keeping our syntax clear an_ unarr,biguous. These
•_ords, the so-called structural consta_.ts, also deserve attention.
Ex_tmples oi these words are the noun markers: the, a, an, etc; t_e
adjective markers: very, rather, quite, etc.; the verb markers: could.
may, will to be, to have, etc. and many otl_ergroups -- usually small
in class s_ze. These frequently u_ed words are really syntax markers and
rules oftheir use constitute an impo:tant area for study.
Many speakers have tkeir Own structural markers in addition to ._
these standard syntax indicators. We would Hke to knox,"what these are
for any particular speaker, how h_ uses the, how he iorms them, and why
t:_eyare used in place of, or in addition to, the standard markers.
7.7.5 In addition to the morphological and syntactic constraints, iti3
possible that conte_,.tualknowledge could be useful in the processing ol
") language. This repre,_ents a high_.r order of !anguage processing and at
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the prosent litt_:J_ known about contextual and semantzc structures.
Again, it is possible that individual speakers could be examined for ¢o,_tex-
tual pecularities that might be built into a comn_unicatic:_ system as we ._-'_":e
suggested. In fact, it may turn out that "context" and "_emantics" n',zy
have mean_n_ only on an idioiectica!level. All these areas of stttdymu_t
_omehow be taken into account, ifthe automatic processing of speech is to
l:e seriously entertained. Again, we _uggest that a good point _)_"departure
is a detailed examination of the Mercury tape.
7.8 , Paralinguistic Inform.ation
7.8. I The recent interest in com-.'nunicationsproblems by psychologists,
mathematicians, engineers, and scientists of 51i d_cip]ines, has brought
new ideas, new conceptual tools, _.ndnew ways of viewing old facts to bear
on communicatzons i.roblems in general and on iinguist_cs in pa:-ticular.
It is currently popular" to look upon rr._an-t._-man,_ndrna_.-to-.machine com-
munications frorn a "systems" poiz,tof view. It seems reasonable to
assume that an exchange of information bet'_een two hu_-nanbeings in an
extremely comple_ activity, involving much more than uttering and perceiv-
ing patterns of sounds. Each member of the cornmunication s_stcm is a
" member of many environments and we know that these environments in-
teract in contplicated fashions. In vis-a-vis speech, for example, the
- visual gestur_es and rnovem_nts of the speakers m_y turn out to be vital
for a complete understanding of human "speech".
7.8. Z 'rParalinguistics" is a term usually given for the study of _II those
accompanying non-auditory, observable, mostly muscular, activities that
para/lel the acoustic beh_vJ.or in "speech _'. Paralinguistics includes such
types of behavior as facial _xpressions, hand and bo:[y gei_tures, body
l_ositions and star, tea, arid presumably all other n_uscular or kinesthetic
activity. O*.her physio!ogical behavior must certainly be relevant als0.
For example, it is a common; sveryday experience to find the meaning
of a sentence spoken '_V someone completely reversed or mo_fied in
some subtle way by a smile or otbe_. "expression" on th_ speakers face.
The entire activities of teasing, satzr_ sarcasm,_ under-statements_
D , , -
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bombast, etc. are aln_ost always accompanied by visual gestures which
parallel and modify the interpretation of a " standard" speech pattern.
Whether the speakers are male or female, young or -.ld, have
di._erent social, cultural, education background_ are also to bc included
as paralinguistic factors. Even the profession of the ._peaker; whether ha
has a cold; a physic_.l impedimeDt; a linguistic tic; i_.,lernosexual; under
drugs; on alcohol; is fatigued; under psychological stress; and dozens of
other fac%_ors, are all possible constraints that could influence the inter-
pretation of the speaker's phonological output.
7.8.3 In the problem to which we address ourselves, tha* of voice com-
***unication from deep space, we will find that many of these non-linguist_.c
conditions, s_ates, or activities %rillplay a cruciKl role in developing an
economical co,-nmunication system.
Because of the nature of the space comm,,,nication problem, tha:
is, the fact that the astronauts will be few in number and greatly probed
and studied, we can take advantage of their exclusiveness and concern_h_te
a communications systems designed to fit their personal spee,_h idiosyn-
crasies. In such systems, not only do we need to know a5 much as we c_m
about their per'so:real speech patterns, hut, ifposslble,v,.c would like to
correlate their speech wi_h their other individual activities, i._. , pulse,
respiration, temperature, and other outputs from sensors attached to each
astronaut. These paralingui_tic activities could provide us with possible
constraints to either interpret garbled data or reinterpre_ what is spoken
but not zneant.
7.8.4 Obviously this aspect of !inguistic_ is in it._infancy. Bt_t the
weight of evidence seems to indicate that linguists Should b_gin to consider
this aspect of language before a complete description of hurr_an communi-
cation can be given.
In sub-sect'on 6.1, we indicated how "abnormal" speech patterns
_,"x could be clues to "abnormal" pilot conditions. If we cettld also c_rrelate .,
&
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I speech p&*.terns with para",_nguistic information, r,_en we might be able to
ailticipate the astronaut's reactions or distinguish when he is ha:luc_nating, etc.
/_ s_a"_ir, g point, here, would be an exami_ati,)n of the Mercury t_pe together
_th other records of the Mercury flights in an attempt to d_monstrate use-
fu" _:orre_ation patterns.
D
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8. CONC LUS1ONS , .
8. 1 GenerM Remarks
In this section, we 5hall confine our comments to the more signif,.'cant
aspects of our work under the contract and the conclusions to which we were
led.
8.2 Hi hli_hts of the Report
8. 2. I From our standpoint, the most important pa:-ts cf the re_ort are
subsection 2. Z, subsection 3,. 2, and the whole of section 7.
8.2. 2 In subsection 2.2, we examine the overall problem of voice communications
over inter-planetary distances. Using heuristic arguments, we arrive at quanti-
tative descriptions of poor, good, and excellent speech. These descriptions',
which are set iorth in paragraph 2.2.4, include the band-wldths and signal-to-
noise ratios required for analogue speech transmission systems of various
qualities. In addition, they include the bit-rate required for equivalent digit&1
systems. (DR the be.sisof these descriptions, we arrive, by further heuristic
arguments, at estimates of the theoretical lirnitson speech compression ratios.
These limits are 300 for speech of good (telephone) qua!ity and 1500 for speech
of excellent (high-fidelity)quality. By contrast, present systems oIIercom-
pressi,pn ra_ios of the order of I0-30:].
VJ
8.2.3 In subsection 3.2, we examine the power required for voice commtmica/_ion
over inter-planetary distances with both communication equipment avail-
able in 1963 _d that which may be expected to be available in the post-1970
period. Our r_sults, set £orth in subsection 3.2. 5, appear to us to establish
the nec_dfor a drastic improvement in speech compression techniques if
matief&ctory voice communication is to be achieved with reasonable power
levels.
8- 2..i In section 7, we offer a number of new approaches to the prob_'em of achievin 8
the required bre_tk-throug.h in speech p_ocessing.
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8. 3 The New ApFroaches
8. 3. 1 We propose _. number o. (to us) new approaches to the problems of
speech conaptesslt_n _rtd speech processing. 'Ib_*se are explained in detail in
section 7, and are described brief!y in sub_ectic, n._3. 6. All of tkem are
interdisciplinary approaches, drawxng on the field of c,_ding theory, informs.
tion theory, pattern mat.:hi:tg, and hnguistics. Each of them lies wj.thin the
capability of General Precision: Inc., and each of them is, we think, wort_:y
of support. "hey are mentioned very briefly beiow.
8.3.2 In subsection 7.2, we propose an approach to the restricted problem
_f speech con_pres_ion This is based on a coding tneory. Considering sampled
quantized speech as amessage expressed in terms cf symbols, where each
qu_Jntizinglevel is a distinct sy_nbol, we propose to examine the statisticsof
the messaf, e _, _i,_termine the degree of redundancy, and devise a translation
which will recode the speech fr6m its existing high-redundancy code to a new
one of lower redundancy.I
8.3. 3 In subsection 7.3, we propose an approacl- to the more general Dr oblem
of speech processing. In particular, we propose to draw on informatior theory
in order _o find the patterns, in sarn_led quantized speech, which an optimum
•peech analyzer will be called on to recognize. We do not assume chat these
pattercs will be identical wlth the phQnemes used by linguistics to describe
speech.
tl.3.qt In subsection 7.4, we propose work on a mechanical phoneme recognizer.
This is a continuation of an initialelfort carried out as part of our work under
the contract. /
8.3.5 In subsec_._on 7.5, we propose an approach whicl-;is based on pattern-
rn&tchit_gtechniques of a speciat sort,, Here, we propose to recognize p ,_erns
in the short-tern_ power spectrum of;the speech s_nal. Our instrumentation,
however, eliminat_-Sthe usual complications attendant on pitch-tracking.
8.3.6 In subsection 7.6, 7.7, 7.8_ we propose work based nn the use of
linguistics al an aid to voice-communication systems. As we explained in
8-2
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subsecti,Jn7.7.,_, a knowl,_dge of th,_-iir1_cbistic¢:speCt_Jof speech w,il azs,,me
_ncre_._J_gimport_.nc_ a'._w_. ach.e-_._:_u¢,:c_¢in devel,,ping soe+:ch tran,.nz'._sion
svstem_ of low redundancy; that Is, those ha_,inghigh compressio.: ratio'-. We
feel, th':refure,that an iuitialeHort in this direction is justified at this time,
eve_ though our prograra in this ._re._- i_ not -,s well defined as the others
_nent_oned above.
8.4 Concluding Remark
OLtr f_elings abo_t the general oroblerns ol speech compression c-_r. be
s,_mmed up very briefly ---a breakthrough wilt be required, and the time is
ripe /or a nurr,ber of related attempt,_ bas-d on interdiscip]Inarl approaches,
such as those sttm:'narizedin thAs cection.
4"
#
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APPENDIX"A"
]'HE MINIMUNi TRANS_AISSION LOAD FOR
A" MINIMUM PERFORMANC E EYSTEM
I. We assume thatthe mc_ximum rate tot _poken speech does not
exceed 3 words/second.
2. We assume that the average word has ._ lengtb of 5 !etters.
3. It" w_ allocate a character for "space", in addition to _h._ 26
characters used for the letters, the assmnpt_o_s above imply
that spoken speech (when t:anscribed without punctuat_.c,n) in-
-,,c,lves a:t most IS character,-x/secot_d.
4. With a total ,of 2-7 c_aracters, we can use brute-force codir_g
a_d allocate. 5 bits to each chdracter.
5. The transmission load for ,essages of this sort is no! greater
t-han 90 bits/s_cond if we neglec _- timing bits and other house-
keeping signals.
D
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A2--'P I-;N l)I X ':B'
I'ltE MINIMUM FRANSMISSION LOADS FOR
IN fERIdEDIATE AND MAXIMUM PF.Rf'ORN',:\N('E SY.b FEMS
i. We assun_e that the output ei an _ntcrreed,.ate perform. d|is
equivalent to that oi a m:nimum per'ormauce sys, em ,,.'itb ti_e additton
ot marks ind:cating the r:aances oi e'_pression.
2. ExFrcs._ion is carried by stre.s and intonat:or, which tray be loosely
equated with the lay {from a linguistic standpo__nt) terms accent and
pitch.. Lmguists use a single stress i,d.icat,,r and a single intonation
indicator for each syllable
_. Linguists distinguish 3 or ,t tel.alive levels of stress. We a_surne that
: bits/syllable (8 levels) w_!i be adequate for absolute stres._ i_,dication.
4. Lingm,-.ts distinguish 3 or 4 relative le_.i_ -Jr intonat:on. We as._ume
'""that 4 bit :l syllable (16 levels) will be adequate for absolute mtoqation
indication.
5. The foregoing as,u..-tptions lead 'o a reqmrement of 7 bits/syllable for
the addition of nuantes.
6. Assuming a maximum rat.- of 6 syllables/second, the addition of nuances
require_ 42. arts/second,
t_,secc, nd derived ,n7. Adding the figure of 42 bits/s,.co_d to t:,¢ q0 bl -'
.\ppondi× "A" for th, mln_mtn,._ transnqsslc",l tcad associ._ted with a
mmtmum pertormance :_ystem, _e 'ar.':_ve at ] 3?-bi_s/second for the
ln[nimu_n transn, tsslon load as._o,.',.ated v, ith ;,n intrrme, diate perfor-
mance systenl. We round o •.,,'.s figure off to _]5 bl.ts/second.
8. T.a derive the minimum transmiss_or, lnad associated with a maximum
periormance system, we start w_th' ':i:e figure of i ._5 bits/second and
add wh_t seems necessary for the-l:'2::_,'r_is_lon ,Jr l)ara-spee:h inputs.
1:1-1
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l 9. Assuming 1 0 non-acoustic quantities, and asslg,,lng _ bit.s (4 levels)
to each, we have LO bits to deacribe ti_e par;.-speech i._puts at any
instant.
10. Supposing t[,at the parz-speech inputs chac, ge n,)t oftener than 5 times/
second, we require b0 bits/second for par_-speech signals.
! 1. Adding b0 bits/second to the figure of ; 35 bits/second for the inter-
mediate performance system, we arrive at i95 bits/second_for the
_ainimum transmission load _s_c_iated with a .._aximum performance
sv_._em. We round this off to 200 .hits/secon.d.
-k
#
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APPENDIX ' C"
TRANSIVdSSION LOADS FOR BAND-LIMITED SPEECH
1. In order to arrive at a figure for the transmission load {it, bits/second)
associated with band-limited speech :t as _:ecessary to assun.e a specific
t,_,-v.,_;,,,,o for -,,,,,-_-+;,,g tt .... -o-,;n,,,,,,- =pee -h -;g,-a!_ :ntu _ _';¢ stream
of some sort. The t_-,.ht_ique we i,avt- ,_ss,'med is described below, and
i_ esse.ntially si=nila.-" for all three grades of speech. (poor, good and
excellent} "--
2.' The acoustic speech signal is converted into an electrical speech signal
(the electrical analogue of the acoustic signal) which is a time-varying
voltage,
3. The electrical speech s_gnal :s band-limited by a suitable filter network.
4. The .'oltage level of the band-hn-..it.,.d speech signal is adjusted, if
necessa,y, so that its long-term RMS voltage lev_l is qSvolts.
For this pu, pose, we assume a manu_,l le./el control for coarse ad-
j,ast_,ent and a last-attack slow-dec_y AGC sys;em for fine adjustment.
5. We now samp!e the spc _ch signal at a u,fi/orm rate. The output of the
sampler is then a train o,J tmlses some positive and some negative,
un.formly spaced in time. "the height of :.,,,- given pulse, in vol-'.s, is
equal to t.he voltage of the 5peeth signal at the corresponding instant of
sampling.
' ..... _; the sampling rate ex-ceexl-c, twice the h;ghe_t frequency present in the
band-!imited-sig,xal, a tiltered version o" ,,...' _._-;-:_.nat signal can be
recovered by passing the pulse trait_ through _ low-pass f:.lter wkose
cut-off frequency is half of the samtqing frequency. Subs;equent
equalization will then yie!n ;.,. i_;,roduction of the band-limited signal
as it apl_eazed at the input to the san_pler. On a brute-force basis,
then, the minimum sampling rate is twice the upper band limit. It
i_ a .elatively sire, pie process, however, to shift a band-limited
_) signal along the frequency axis so that its lower oand l_mit, after
shitting, lies at a frequency close to zero. The minimum ssmpling
C-1
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:,,_e _v then tw:,e the band-width of the original band-limited signal.
l I,, Sll_)-_'OqtiOO, t calt'ulations, we _ill dsst:tne t._at thxs f-equenc.v-shittzngpro_e_s, wh;th is describes in detail in the following paragraph, has
Leer, carried out before sa.,_pling. Accordingly, we take th': sun,piing
r_te to be tx_tce the b3nd-width.
7. We digress, here, to describe the frequency _hifting process. .]'he
several steps are shown in Figure C-l. The original ._igr'al. which
xh.-
extends from fl to _, is m',,Itiplied by a sinusoid of /requency re" _" '
_ri,,_-_'.,-¢=, signal is shown at (a) in Figure C-I, and the r0-sult after
multiplication is sho,_-n at (b). We now isolate the upper side b_nd by
Dl_tering and multiply it by a sinu_oid of frequency (re }" The lower
side band of the product is sho_xax at (c) and is tt,.c irequenc}.-shifted
signal we want. The inverse frelluea,:y shift must, of course, be
carried cut after we recon._ruct a signal from the pulse train at the
receiving end of tb._ system. Th.ls involves multiplication by a _inusoid
I
of frequency (_ + fl ) to obtain the product shown at (d}. From this, we
isolate the upper _ide band by filtering, after which we multiply again by
D a s,nusoid of frequency % to obtain the original 3ignal, shown at e.
8. [{t:turning :o our pulse train, we now quantize the pulses. That is, we
choose a finite set of M discrete voltage levels and assign a _uzr.ber to
each pulse _hich identifies the standard voltage level nearc.z.* to the
pulse height l'te pulse train is Then re#resented ,,Ath some error, whit:h
we call ,tuantizmg ¢,oise. hy a string of numbers with one number for each
pulse. We can, no;., transmit these numbers {in binary form} and re-
construct the quantized paises at the receiving end. From 2he train of
quanti_.ed pulses, we reconstruct a version of the signal as it appcared
before samp!ing. This version differs from the true origiral signal by
virtue of its corruption by additive quantizing noise (and by other noises
which we neglect hcrel. We must, of course, carry out a freqaenby-
sh_.ft operation after reconstruction in order to recover a version of the
origine I. band-limited speech s,ignal.
9. The transmission toed, in bit, s/second, is the product of the sampting
D rate by the number of bits recuired to ,specify tlxe voltage level of a
C-2
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?
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0 fl-f_
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fo'l'f, "(f2"fl ) " fo+ Zfl- fl
(e) f
0 f_ fz
Figure C-1. Frequency Shifting Proceem
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single ru:$e (alter qua_tization). As we quantize more finely, we have
nmre voltage levels and require more bits to identify a given voltage
t
level. Accordingly, the trans_isslon load goes up. At the same time,
the voltage levels are closer together and we have less ¢._uantizing _.oise.
We now look for a relation between the number of cp_antizing levels and
the signal-to-noise power ratio of the q_ntized signal (considering no
noise except ,_uantizingnoise).
10. Since we will ultimately code the quantized volta£e levels £n binary form,
we start with the assumption that M, the number of levels, is au integral
power of Z. We assume, further, that the quantizing levels difft, r by
multiples of some voltage A so that t_,e M voltage levels aie.
: ( -.2-.-+,J_, ( -2.--+._-1A.......1+'2-" )A (C-I)
: If we choose A reasonabty sr,xailcompared to _-(see paragraph 4)..
the quantizing error will be uniformly distributed over the range fzom
(-2 _-) to (+ _. In this case, the average error Will be zero, and the
mean square quantiuing error will be aZ/12. This results in _ signal-
to-noise (power) "#atio of
S 1 2S
7T = -_-Z (C-Z)
A
=_'f'N ) (C -))
which defines A in ter=-,.-sof S and (S/N). T_le largest puls e we can
accommodate without peak-clipping in excess of the poa_atated amo,mt
_/2 is one whose voltage is _-a Supposing tl'.ispeak voltage
( level to be C times _he RIeISlevel S, w'e have
= (C-51
and, from (C-3)and (C-5)
" (c.6}
M = Z = " 1C-71
),,_. ,__,_ )
-' - ¢-h
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I"o-ve_,er, b>" L_,ur earlier ass_x[:_ptzo't,
M _ 2n _C-8)
_h_nCe, (rom (C-7) aadiC-8)
2n = C__ (C.9)
C 2
22n : iS/N)-F- (C-tO)
-_nd
.l x Z2n = C 2 (S/N) _ (C-II)
It. In Table C-l, aelow, we tabulat_ 3 x 2 2n for some integral values of n.
i
Table C-I
22n3 x for Sume Integral Values of n
---.=- i. i i i
n 3 x 22n n 3x 2zn
1 12 9 786,432
Z 48 10 3,14_, 728
3 192 11 12,582,912
4 768 i 2 50,331 , 648
5 3,072 I 3 Z01,326,592
6 12,288 14 805,306,368
7 49, 1 52 15 3, Z/:1,ZZS, 47Z
8 196,608 16 12,884,901,888
, , i _,l
c-5
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using _he val,;e_ _n the table, vve arrive at the following values t'ot
O n. (5/N}. ,..r;d C
fable C-2
Values for n, (S/N) and C
Quality n 5/N (_"
Poor i + 10db _ Z. 2.
Good {mln. ) 5 +ZSdb 3.1
Good Imax. ) 6 4 _Odb ]. 5
Excellent (rain.) 11 +60db 3.5
Excel!e:,t {max. ) 13 +70db 4, 5
IZ. We next assign band limits to the various grades ni _.peech
Table C -
Band Limits for Various Grades of Speech
Quality_. Band L,mit s
Poor 500 - 1,500 cps
D Good (min.) _00 3,000 C_S
Good (max.) 300 - 3,_00 cps
Excellent (rain.) 100 - 8,000 cps
Excellent (max.) 90 - I0,0O0 cp_
13. Multiplying r, by twice the band-width, we obtain _he tran_;mission
load in bits/second.
_Ta ble C-4
:,_ Transmis.c.mn Load in Bit s:"Second
Poor 4, 000 bit_,' second
G.')r_d (n'tin,} 2.7,000 " "
Good (m._..) 38,400 . " "
Excellent (rain.) _7_ 800 " "
Excellent (max..) 257,660 ': "
C-6
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14. Oz_ t!:c basis of th ._ bit rates in Table C-4, _e arrive at estimates
(,t 30, 00£, bits/second for good speech, and 200,000 bits/second for
exce]ien', speech. Working backward_ to find band.-,_idth_ and signal-
to-noi,3_: ratios which correspond to these rates, we have
Fable C-5
Band-Widths and S_gnal-to-Noise Ratios vs. Bits/Second
Qualit_ u S/N __C Band Limits Bi_ Rate
Poo,: 2 +10db 2.2 500-1500 cps 4,000 b/s
Good 5 +25db 3. 1 300-3_00 cps 30,000 b/s
E:.ce',lent 11 +60db _. 5 90-9.t80 cps 200,000 b/s
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AI_P EN r)IX "D"
l OPERATING RANGES
1. Distances to the planets are _onveniently measured in Astronomical
: U,_its (abbreviated AU), where one AU is the mean distance from the
'2
earth to the sun
. ,, ai 3
_ne ._u :: 1.5 x !. cm (D-l)
For an electromagnetic sigpal, the round-trip time over a distance of
one AG is 1,000 seconds, or almost 17 minutes.
2. Minimum and maximum distances from each of the planets to the sun
are g_ven lin AU) in Table D-I.
Table D-I
Di'stances from Planetu to .Sun
lira ii , ......
Distance to the Sun
Plan..-t Minimum Maximum
Mercury 0. 31 0. 4'1
Venus 0.7_ 0.73
Earth 0.98 1.01
Mars 1.38 1.67
Jupiter 4.95 5.45
Saturn _ q. O0 10.07
Uranus 18.23 20.09
Neptuno Z9.80 30 3 )-
G; Pluto zg. 67 4r;. 34
_. Neglecting orbital inclinations, we. -row compute the mini:mum and
maximum distances from each planet to the earth. Fo; the inner
plan_.t_ IMet('jry and Venus), we use the relations
IMin to _.arth) = I - {Max to Sun) (D-Z)
(Max to Earth) = 1 _-(Max to Sun) (D-31
F_',rtl-eother p_anets, we us,.,
(Min'o Earth) = (Min tc Sun) - I (D-4)
(Max to Earth) - (Max to Sun) + 1 (D-5)
I
D-I ,,
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These dlstar:_es a:e set f,,rti_ in r.,bie D-7. bel,_w
)
"fable D-/'
[,istances from Plar, ets to Earth
Distrnce to the Sun
Planet Minimum M: ":imum
Mercury 0. r_3 1.47
Venus 0.27 1.73
Earth ......
Mars 0. Y3 2.67
Jupiter 3. 95 6.45
Saturn 8. 00 1 1 . 07
Uranu_ 17.28 21.09
Neptune ?-8.80 3'. 32
Pluto 2o. 67 50. 34
i
4. Using the figures in Table D-2, we now put the planets into three
groups ' Minimum and Maximum distancea for each gruup are given
(;_ith some rotund-off) in l'eble D-3,
Table D-3
Rounded-Off Distances of Planets to Earth
Distance to Earth
Planet Minimum Maximum
Mercury )
Venus ) 0.27 )..7
Mar_ )
Jupiter ) 4.0 1I. 0
Saturn )
Uranus )
l Neptune ) i 7.0 50.0
l Pluto )
D-2
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APPEh_DIX "E"
BASIC POWER CALCULATIONS
I. In this appendix, we calculate the tra,_smitter <_utput{iu watts) r,.,quired
to develop a signal-*.c-noiseratio of unity (at the ear-'h-based _eceiver)
over a band-_.dth of one cps at a distance of ,,heAstronomical Unit.
2. The equivalent noise input power in a band-width of one cpn at _-he
receiver is kT watts, Where k is Boltzmann's .-.onstant(I.4 x 10 °23
watts/cps per degree Kelvin) and T is the effective noise temperature
of the receiver (in deHrees Kelvin). _We take ,i band-width of one cps. )
For a _ig._al-to-,_oise _-_tlo of one, we require that
f
PR - kT, (_.-I)
where PR i8 *.he power {in watts) dehvered to the receiver.
3. Assuming tha*,_he _eceiving ante'.,nais properly ,_imed, we can write
{for a circular antenna)
2'
where AR is the area of the rece;ving antenna {in cm ) and @ is the
oower density (in watt;:per cm 2) delivered by the transmitter. F-ore
(E=I) and (E-Z),
kT
g) - _E-%AR (E-3)
4. For an isotropic radiator at the transmitter (one which radiate_ uni_,crrnly
in all directior,_,we can write
0 = 5
, _ (E -4)
where Pi i_ _hc radiated power (in watts) and R is the operating range
(_n crn), From(E-3) and (E-4), we have
4_fR 2 kT (E-5)
Pl ;._--iy?-_¥-
5. Assuming the use of a properly aimed directional transmitting antenna,
we can write (for a circular ar_tenna))
E-1
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wnere F_ is the total power input (in watts) to the directional tranemittin 8
antenna, "&r ;'q the area (in cm 2) of the antenna, and k is the operating
wavelength (m crn). From {_-5) and (E-6), we have
_._zR2k,r
PT---_-q" _z.-_,
6. Finally, we write
Po -- QPT " (Z-8)
Wi:ere Po i_ the transmitter o_tput power (in watts) required to deliver
an effective radiated power of P.£, and where O is a dimev.sionless con-
s,_tnt (greater than one) which _tccountu for everything w_ have left out:
a) RF losses between the transmitter itself and the transmitting
antenna;
b) KF Iosseu be_:ween the receiving antenna and the receiver itself;
c) Absorption and sc-4tering by interplanetary debris;
d) Errors due to _uatenna deformation;
e) etc. (errors in e_tinmting T, for example).
Using (EoT) and (E-8), we have
4Q_ R'kT
7. We now insert the following values:
a) k is 1.4 x 10 "23 watts/cps per degree Kelvin;
b) R (at one AU) is I. 5 x 1013 cm
Onthis basil, (D-9) becomes
Po- _"z6__04°_T (z-i0_
<
8. As representative of current practice_ we take the following,talaes:
a) k is _0 cm, corresponding tca frequency of 109 cps;
b) T is _7 degrees Kelvin, of which 15 degrees is assignable to
space noise and IZ degrees is assignable to the equivalent noise
temperature of a Heliunx maser;
c) AT is I..',3x 104 crn2, corresponding :o a circular disk v,-_.tha
a diameter of 4 feet;
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,_) % ,, _.l _ l06c_. =_-',espo_d_n_:__,ci.._ul-_disk_ a
g dianteter of /_5 fee;.
Using these values in {E-10), we have
Po "-"5.59 _ 30"zo (E-;_)
Taking 4 as a reasor_ble value o_ Q __nd rounding off. we have
Po _ 2 x i0 "2 w_tts (E-12)
for the transmi_ing output required to develop a signal-to-noise ratio
of unity over _ band-vSdth of one cps at a distance of one AU, using
current techniques.
8. By 19_0, we can ant:..:ipate Chat:
a) )_ will be 10 cm;
b) the tr_smittin_ antmnna will have _ diameter of ZO feet;
c) the receiving antenna will have a diameter of Z50 feet
Po will 6.herefore become
• 0Z x :_ x _vl ¢_ 10 watts (E-13)
9. It is cony,relent to exp._ees these l_)wers in dbw, or db relative to one
I watt. On this basis, the tr_.._ernitter outp,_t required to develop a signal
to r_ise ratio of unity (at ,_,e recelvcr) over a hand-width of one cps a;
a distanc_ of one AU is
Po - " |7 dbw, 1963 )
| , (E-t4)
= - 50dbw, 1970 )
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APPENDIX "F"
POWER REQUIREMENT FOR A GIVEN BIT-RATE
I. According to Shannon, the capacity of a noisy channel ;._given by
C = B logz (l+5/N) , (F-l)
where C is the channel ,-ap_:city(for error-free trznamission with
optimum coding) in bits/seco .'a.
B is the band-width of the channel in the single-ended frequency
domain, in cps.
S is the szgnal power spectral density in watts/cps.
N is the noise power spectrTl density in watts/cps.
Z. It follows from (Fii) that
c_
= Io_ (I_SlN) (F-Z)B
C
2B = i+S/N . (F-3)
and
._In Z
e = I+SIN . (F-4)
_'. If B is r_uch largr.r than C In 2, we can write
In Z ,.
e = l+_ln g , (F-5)
and: Irom {F-4) and (} -5),
_In Z (F-6)
S
=N
,_. From (F-6),
B S = C Nin Z = 0.7C N, (F-7)
but
BS = P,
f')
F--l 'I' "
]9650]0329-]09
where: P is the transmitter power. Hen_.e
P _ 0.7 C N , {F-q)
and the rcq_ir_d transrni_.t_r power is O. ? C times _.Itat required to
d_,.velop a signal-to-noise re.tio of one over a band-width of one cps.
5. Although S.harmon codes ex£st in principle, they have not, in general,
been d;scovered. It seems reasonable, however, to suppose tl_t we
can achieve an a,:csptably low error r_tte if
P = c N. {Z-lO}
_s
|
v
i
F-Z
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" APPENDIX "G"
THF OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF
_EECH IN ,_-EI'_LIGIBILITY
1. There z, re two general procedures for the measurement of in_elligi-.-
b'-/itfin speech communication systems. One, which is used by design
engineers, is an analytical procedure which calculates a predictive
_,easure of inteiligib':lity. In general th_s mothod _s :..-athez complex,
and has not been used to any great extent in evaluathig speech com-
prehension systems since i¢ tends to break down when used with com-
p!_, speech processing systems. A more complete discussion Of this
method can be found in reierence 38.
The second method involves measurement ,_,' intelligibility through
direct testing. This procedure will bc briefly described here. (Refer
39
to Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design for more detailed
discussions. )
Z. Intelligibility te_ting requires careful control of laboratory condition.s.
There have been flisagreen_enta between contractors test results on
their e-quipment and object!re comparative tests such as are reported ..
in reference 9. Much of the disagreement can be attributed to varia-
tion in test conditions, size and type of test vocabularies and training
of the listener.
3. One of the most generdlly used measures of intelligibility is PB word
intelligibility, which is referred to throughout this report, PB words
are drawn from Phonetically Balanced word lists. These are mono-
syllaLqc word lists in which the frequencies of occurrence of the
variou_ ._undamenta/ speech sounds are proportional to their_fre-
quencles of occurrence in everyday speech. The following listis
typical.
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Table G-I
f Phonetically Balanced (PB) Word List
I. gill II. gloss _I. cloud 31. corpse 41. bounce )
: 2. suck 12. hire 22. sc_)_he 32. bait 42. bud b3. perk 13. bought 23. bh_sh 33. job 43. frog4. fate 14. de.b 24. _iluc 3.;. hit 44. quart
5. five 1 5. earl 25. snuff 35. hock 45. rap
6. need ]6. bean 2b. nloose 36. niece 46. charge
7. pick 17. nut 27, inute 37. tan 47. sludge
8. lug i8. way.¢ 28. rib 38. vast 48. ta_jg
9. nab 19. wish 29. awe 39. our 49. them
!0. else 20. plt 30. trash 4v. start 50. vamp
In addition, other test materials can be used to define an intelligib:',ity
index. Nonsense syllables, whi,.:h _c¢ random combinations oI funda-
mental speech sounds in the pat.ter_, ccnsonant-vowel-consonan¢, and
sentences wl_ich are cjrawn from - ¢,'_e ensentb!e can be us_.d.
Figure G-I indicates the inter,fig, _ityof -,rio'asforms ot test mate-
rial versus the articulation :.rdcxrAY! (_......:- therwise noted,
I000 different PB words is the _asic index us_c_ _,:._ti_ ..... _ this report.)
4. AI is a predictive measuro ¢f intelligibility, and for face-to-race com-
munication Tabie C-2 is, an approximate representation of the relation-
ship between _I and speech communicatioz._. By use of Table G-.2 and
Figure G-l, 9n¢ sees that a PB word score of 85% indicates a satis-
_-;_" factory communication system. This relationship is only approxi-
_, mate, however, and the possible unnatural lindharsh-sounding outputs%.
* of some vocoders may influencs the communication acceptability of
th'eoesystems se that high_;'__': :_.-r.-_quired for satisfactory
communication.
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,_q'ICULATIONi 0_K
Fis_re G-L, h_ellisibilit)r vs Articulation
I_dex for V_,riou_ Kinds ol Test M&turiaJe
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._ Table G-2
Intelli_ibi'iityCriteria
_ . , , i ,ii _ L, _ •
An AT of ...... Provide_ communication8 ......
O. 7 to i. 0 Sar.isfactory co excellent
0.3 to O. 7 Slightly difficult to satisfactory -
up to 98% of sentence8 are hea--d
i "_ correctly
0.0 to 0.3 Impessible to difficult - special
vocal_ularie s and radio-telephone
voice procedures are ;required
/,'
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